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Abstract

The simulation of quantum physical systems is expected to be an important application for quantum computers. The work presented in this dissertation aims to
improve the resource requirements of quantum computers for solving simulation problems, by providing both novel quantum algorithms and improved implementations
of existing ones. I present three main results that cover diverse aspects of simulation including equilibrium physics, the preparation of useful quantum states, and
simulations based on classical stochastic processes. The results rely on established
quantum algorithms and other recent techniques which I review. My first original
contribution is a new quantum algorithm to sample from the thermal Gibbs state of
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quantum Hamiltonians. The complexity of this algorithm has an exponentially improved dependence on precision compared to an earlier quantum algorithm, and also
provides polynomial improvements in other parameters. My second contribution is
an improved algorithm to implement reflections about the eigenstates of unitary operators and Hamiltonians, an operation that can be used to prepare ground states of
many-body Hamiltonians by quantum amplitude amplification. The improved algorithm for implementing reflections significantly reduces the number of ancilla qubits
required over earlier implementations. The improvement relies in part on a novel
quantum algorithm for efficiently preparing states with Gaussian-like amplitudes,
which may have broad applications. I also prove a lower bound for implementing
reflections, which shows that our algorithm is almost optimal. My third and final
contribution regards quantum algorithms for classical stochastic processes, which are
of importance in statistical physics. I present a quantum algorithm that estimates
the average running time of a stochastic process, and provides a quadratic speed-up
over a comparable classical algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The art of physics lies in using the language of mathematics to describe nature,
capturing underlying patterns and perhaps fundamental truths that lend some predictability to the natural world. The practice of it involves intense computation;
complicated calculations that are based on well-established mathematics, often repetitive and tedious, involving hours of effort that may be undone by an errant minus
sign. This dissertation concerns itself with fast and efficient methods to perform
such computations — algorithms meant for use on a new and, as yet, prototypical
computer built using the principles of quantum mechanics.
Our fundamental theories of physics excel at predicting the behavior of idealized
systems — two particles interacting gravitationally, a single atom, a system of spins
on a line — giving results that match very well with those seen in carefully controlled
experiments. But describing natural phenomena requires us to introduce more particles and interactions between them, more degrees of freedom, higher dimensions.
Even though the underlying theories remain unchanged, the increase in scale and
complexity can lead to behavior that is dramatically different [And72]. At the same
time, determining the implications at larger scales and greater levels of complexity
becomes increasingly difficult. This necessitates the use of digital computers and
numerical methods to simulate the behavior of complex physical systems, providing
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insights and predictions that would not be available otherwise. At this point however, questions that are traditionally the provenance of computer scientists or even
logicians become relevant to physics. How efficient is a given computational scheme?
How much more time and memory would we need if we were to increase the size
of the problem by a factor of 100? How robust is the computation to errors? How
difficult is it to simulate a certain physical model? What quantities can be computed
at all?
These questions often lead to fascinating answers. There exist computational
problems in physics that are NP-hard [Bar82] which, loosely speaking, refers to
problems that are unlikely to admit fast solutions on classical computers. It is also
possible to formulate problems within physics that are formally undecidable [Moo90,
CPGW15], implying that we cannot build a computing device that can even solve
all instances of such problems. Complementing these abstract results, more practical efforts along these directions aim at finding algorithms that run faster and can
simulate a wider variety of physical systems. But even with rapid advances in digital
computer technology and despite much effort, certain problems remain intractable,
notably those involving quantum physical systems, e.g., modeling the dynamics of
chemical reactions, or predicting the properties of strongly correlated systems of
quantum particles.
The state space of quantum systems grows exponentially with system size; the
state of a quantum system consisting of n particles is described by a number of parameters that scales exponentially in n. Describing physical phenomenon may not necessarily require the full expanse of Hilbert space [PQSV11]; indeed in many cases we are
able to find efficient classical representations of useful quantum states [VdN10, BC17,
PBG17], allowing efficient classical simulation by use of methods such as Monte-Carlo
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sampling [And07]. However, for many systems of interest, all known classical simulation methods fail to work. Such considerations led many, including Feynman [Fey82],
to propose a computer built from elementary operations dictated by quantum mechanics that could then efficiently simulate the behavior of other quantum systems.
The notion of a quantum computer — and more generally that of quantum information processing — was sharpened over the years [Deu85, BV93, Div00]. Potential applications were found in cryptography [BB84], communication [BW92] and
computer science [Sho97, Gro96], where quantum algorithms and protocols theoretically outperformed best known classical ones. Concerns about the susceptibility
of quantum computers to error were allayed by the introduction of quantum error
correction [Sho95] and fault-tolerant quantum computation [ABO97].
Major advances in experimental physics and engineering have brought the promise
of quantum computing even closer. At present, there exist small quantum computers
consisting of tens of qubits which can run quantum circuits and algorithms, although
these are severely prone to errors. Nevertheless, it seems likely that very soon quantum computers will be able to run complex quantum algorithms with reasonable assurances of getting meaningful outcomes. The question then arises, what algorithms
should we run on these devices? Some of the most promising and potentially useful
applications appear to be in the arena of simulating physics, particularly quantum
physics [WBC+ 13, CMN+ 18]. However, most commonly known quantum simulation
algorithms have resource requirements that are prohibitively high. There is thus a
great deal of research aimed at reducing the number of gates and qubits required for
simulation, whether by designing new and faster algorithms or improving existing
ones by use of new techniques and better analysis [BN16, LC17, BGB+ 18, KGB+ 19].
The results contained in this dissertation fit into this general program of mak-
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ing simulation of physics more feasible on quantum computers. My contributions
include both the development of novel algorithms and improvements in the implementation of existing ones. The results that I present cover aspects of simulation
including physics of equilibrium systems, preparation of quantum states required in
simulation problems, and quantum algorithms for classical stochastic processes used
in physics simulations. The algorithms I discuss are also relevant to problems in
search, optimization and linear algebra. The results make heavy use of a recently
developed framework of implementing a linear combination of unitary (LCU) operators [Kot14], which requires various techniques for approximating functions over
real numbers. Indeed, the latter constitute some of the main technical calculations
contained in this dissertation.
The material is presented as follows. I begin in Chapter 2 by reviewing the quantum circuit model, clarifying relevant notation and describing a few key quantum
algorithms that form the foundation of the simulation algorithms of later chapters.
The style of presentation in this chapter is mostly informal, with the aim of presenting a general idea of how the algorithms work and their resource requirements. Then
Chapter 3 concerns itself primarily with algorithms for simulating dynamics under
Hamiltonian evolution. The discussion here is fairly detailed. I start by defining the
problem of Hamiltonian simulation and giving a brief overview of prior work. Then I
consider how quantum Hamiltonians can be represented and accessed on a quantum
computer. Before delving into Hamiltonian simulation algorithms, it becomes necessary to introduce the notion of primitives such as a quantum walk for Hamiltonians,
a variant of quantum amplitude amplification, and also the LCU framework. Finally,
I discuss two recent Hamiltonian simulation algorithms [BCC+ 15, BCK15] that give
an exponential improvement in precision compared to earlier algorithms. We present
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our first novel contribution in Chapter 4, which deals with the subject of simulating
quantum physical systems in thermal equilibrium. I provide a novel quantum algorithm using the LCU framework that prepares a thermal Gibbs state for a quantum
Hamiltonian, a foundational object in statistical physics. The algorithm improves
upon a prior algorithm [PW09b] exponentially in the precision of approximation to
the Gibbs state, and also polynomially on other parameters including the inverse
temperature. Chapter 5 focuses on preparing states of a different kind, specifically
quantum states that are the eigenstates of unitary operators or Hamiltonians, This
has applications in, for instance, finding ground states of Hamiltonians, a problem
that is highly relevant to condensed matter physics. I consider preparing such states
through use of quantum amplitude amplification, a technique that requires the ability to reflect about the desired eigenstate. Such reflection operators are also used
in quantum algorithms related to Markov chains [MNRS07, OBD18]. The main result of this chapter is an improved algorithm for implementing a reflection which
significantly reduces the number of ancilla qubits required over earlier implementations [MNRS07]. As part of the improved implementation, I also give a novel
quantum algorithm for efficiently preparing states with Gaussian-like amplitudes,
which may have broad applications. Classical stochastic processes are important
in simulations of statistical physics, and quantum algorithms for these are the focus of Chapter 6. I present a quantum algorithm to compute the so-called “hitting
time” — essentially the average running time — of a stochastic process. The quantum
algorithm for estimating the hitting time is quadratically faster than a comparable
classical algorithm. This algorithm also uses an LCU implementation of the inverse
of a positive matrix that improves upon existing results in quantum algorithms for
solving systems of linear equations [HHL09].
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The results presented in this dissertation are based on the following journal article
and preprint.
1. Anirban Narayan Chowdhury and Rolando D. Somma, Quantum algorithms for
Gibbs sampling and hitting-time estimation, Quantum Information and Computation 17 1-2, 41-64 (2017). Presented in Chapters 4 and 6
2. Anirban Narayan Chowdhury, Yiğit Subaşı, and Rolando D. Somma, Improved
implementation of reflection operators, arXiv:1803.02466 (2018). Presented in
Chapter 5
The work presented here was done in close collaboration with my co-authors,
Rolando Somma (RS) and Yiğit Subaşı(YS). Nevertheless, I would like to highlight
some of the contributions that are primarily my own. RS provided the idea of using
a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation to get an LCU approximation for Gibbs
state preparation. The calculations, including error bounds and complexities of the
algorithm, was worked out by me. The idea of the quantum hitting-time estimation
algorithm was also suggested by RS. I performed an initial calculation to estimate
the complexity and compared it with that of the classical algorithm, demonstrating
a quantum speed-up. These results were refined in detailed calculations done by me
with help from RS. RS and I conceived independently the idea of implementing a
reflection using the LCU framework. A feasible approach for this was provided by RS,
following which I worked out a preliminary version of the resulting algorithm. This
was subsequently improved upon by YS and RS to give a detailed implementation. I
also focused on analyzing in detail the complexity of an older method of implementing
reflections that used quantum phase estimation. This analysis led to an improvement
in the gate complexity of the phase estimation based approach over that stated in
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earlier work. I also contributed to the algorithm for preparing states with Gaussianlike amplitudes by coming up with a quantum circuit for performing a so-called
“centering” operation. I proposed proving a lower bound on the query complexity of
implementing reflection operators. I also helped detect an error in an earlier version
of the proof for the lower bound and contributed to the final version that appears in
the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Quantum Circuits and
Quantum Algorithms
One can think of a quantum computer as a massively
complicated box, with exponentially many
computations going on inside of it, whose combined
outcomes we can only look at in very limited ways,
like peeking inside the box through a few tiny holes.
— Ronald de Wolf

2.1

Introduction

A quantum algorithm is a unitary operation acting on an initial state followed by
projective measurements, which somehow helps us solve a computational problem.
This could be a decision problem, with only a yes or no answer — and many computational problems that arise in physics can be framed as decision problems — but
more generally we may be interested in preparing a specific quantum state whose
amplitudes encode the solutions of a problem. Before we get around to discussing
quantum algorithms, however, we must specify the model of computation, which for
us is the quantum circuit model. In this model, the input state to the quantum
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computer and the final measurements performed on it are “simple” — in the sense
that a computation consisting of measurements on the input state is easy to simulate
classically — and the complex, truly quantum part of the computation is in the unitary operation. The measurements at the end serve usually to read out the results
of the computation directly. One could also take a different route. For instance, in
measurement-based quantum computation, the burden of the computation is shifted
to preparing a highly entangled input quantum state which is then subjected to
sequential measurements [Joz05]. However, even within the circuit model, we may
consider extensive classical post-processing of the measurement data as being part of
the algorithm. This is especially relevant to algorithms for noisy, intermediate-scale
quantum (NISQ) devices [Pre18] where classical post-processing seeks to take on
much of the burden, allowing the quantum processor to focus on the key quantum
aspects of a given problem [CSSC18]. The algorithms presented in this dissertation
are primarily geared towards fault-tolerant devices, and involve little to no classical
post-processing.
The fundamental object in quantum computation is the qubit — a two-level quantum system with basis states denoted by |0i and |1i. A quantum computer consisting
of n qubits is thus able to represent quantum states in a Hilbert space of dimension
2n . The 2n × 2n unitary that encodes an algorithm on n qubits must be specified in
terms of certain elementary operations or gates. These are defined to be the gates
that can be implemented easily on the quantum computer, each requiring a fixed,
short, amount of time. A set of gates that suffices for our purposes is the set of all
single qubit gates and a 2-qubit entangling gate such as a controlled-NOT operation.
These together form a universal set of gates; it can be shown that any unitary operation in an arbitrarily large Hilbert space can be approximated by a sequence gates
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chosen from this set [NC11]. In fact, one does not even need the full set of single-qubit
gates — a relief to any experimenter concerned about rotating a spin about the z-axis
through an angle specified to, say, 10 significant digits. Remarkably, it suffices to
have a finite set of gates [NC11, DN06] in order to approximate any unitary operator
to within arbitrary precision. This is what makes quantum computation digital, enabling the use of quantum error-correction to suppress uncontrollable accumulation
of errors [Got09].
The cost or complexity of quantum algorithms is determined by the number of
qubits and gates that they require. Particularly important for cost estimates is the
number of ancilla qubits — extra qubits needed in a computation in addition to those
required to encode the problem. The gate complexity is usually estimated by the
number of 2-qubit gates needed. We will specify the complexity of various algorithms in this dissertation primarily in terms of these two quantities. However, other
measures of gate complexity may be relevant for more accurate resource estimates
in fault-tolerant devices [RWS+ 17].
In this chapter, we review several quantum algorithms that will be foundational to
the simulation algorithms discussed in subsequent chapters. We first specify certain
notation and terminology in Section 2.2. Next, in Section 2.3, we discuss the quantum
Fourier transform, followed by a review of the quantum phase estimation algorithm
in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 describes amplitude amplification — a procedure that is
foundational to quantum speed-ups for search and optimization problems [Gro96,
MNRS07], and is also important to quantum simulationalgorithms [Kot14] . We
conclude in Section 2.6 with quantum algorithms that use quantum phase estimation
to compute quantities such as amplitudes of, and overlaps between, quantum states.
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Notation and terminology

We specify here notation and terms that will be used frequently throughout this
thesis. We use bra-ket notation for pure quantum states, and also vectors in general.
In addition to the usual {|0i , |1i} labeling of qubit basis states, we use |0̄i to
indicate the all-0 state of a multi-qubit register, e.g., |0i⊗m , where m will be clear
from the context.
We use the symbol I to denote the identity operator acting on a Hilbert Space
of dimension that will again be clear from the context. To reduce ambiguity, in
equations where different identity operators occur, we will use subscripts to distinguish identity operators acting on subsystems, e.g., Is to denote the identity operator
acting on a subsystem labeled s.
We will use m to denote the total number of ancilla qubits used by an algorithm,
and M = 2m will denote the dimension of the ancilla.

2.2.1

Vector and matrix norms

We use k |vi k to denote the 2-norm for a vector or quantum state |vi. The notation
kHk for a matrix H will refer to the spectral norm kHk = sup|vi6=0

kH|vik
.
k|vik

If H is

Hermitian, kHk is equal to its maximum absolute value of its eigenvalues. We also
use kHkmax to denote the maximum absolute value of elements in H.
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Asymptotic notation

It is convenient to use asymptotic notation to denote the complexity of algorithms.
A function f (x) over positive real numbers x is said to be:

- O(g(x)) if there exist constants x0 , c > 0 such that f (x) ≤ cg(x) for all x ≥ x0 ;
- Ω(g(x)) if there exist constants x0 , c > 0 such that f (x) ≥ cg(x) for all x ≥ x0 ;
- Θ(g(x)) if f (x) is both O(g(x)) and Ω(g(x)).

These are useful since we are interested in how the resource requirements scale
with parameters in the problem such as system size or target precision. We will also
use the notation poly(x) to indicate a polynomial in x, and polylog(x) to indicate a
polynomial in log(x).

2.2.3

Complexity classes

At several points in the dissertation, we will refer to results from computational
complexity theory to emphasize what is known or conjectured about the hardness of
certain simulation problems. However, we will not discuss computational complexity
in detail, nor will we use it in our results. We therefore restrict ourselves to providing
informal definitions of a few important complexity classes that are relevant to the
study of quantum algorithms.
Computational complexity classes are typically framed in terms of decision problems, i.e., problems that have either a yes or no answer.
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P: The set of decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time on a
deterministic classical computer.
NP: The set of decision problems whose solutions can be checked in polynomial
time on a deterministic classical computer.
BPP: The set of decision problems that can be solved with bounded success
probability, e.g., probability > 2/3, on a probabilistic classical computer.
BQP: The set of decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time on a
quantum computer with bounded success probability, e.g., probability > 2/3.
MA: The set of decision problems whose solutions can be checked in polynomial
time on a probabilistic classical computer; for a yes instance, a verifier accepts a
classical string as proof with probability > 2/3 in polynomial time; for a no
instance there exists no proof that can convince the verifier with probability > 1/3.
QMA: The set of decision problems whose solutions can be checked in polynomial
time on a quantum computer; for a yes instance, a quantum verifier accepts a quantum state as proof with probability > 2/3 in polynomial time; for a no instance there
exists no proof that can convince the verifier with probability > 1/3.
A given problem A is said to be hard for a complexity class C if all problems in
that class can be reduced to A. The problem A is said to be complete for C if it is
also itself in C.

2.3

The quantum Fourier transform

The quantum Fourier transform is a foundational quantum algorithm and forms a
key subroutine in quantum algorithms for phase estimation [CEMM98], order find-
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ing [Sim97] and factoring [Sho97]. The quantum Fourier transform F on an N dimensional Hilbert space can be defined by its action on an orthonormal set of basis
vectors |0i , . . . , |N − 1i:
N −1
1 X 2πijk/N
F : |ji −→ √
e
|ki ,
N k=0

A quantum state |xi =

PN −1
j=0

(2.1)

xj |ji is transformed under the action of F as

F |xi = |yi =

N
−1
X

yk |ki ,

(2.2)

k=0

where the amplitude yk are given by the discrete Fourier transform of the amplitudes
xj , that is,
N −1
1 X
yk = √
xj e2πijk/N .
N j=0

(2.3)

Thus F essentially implements a discrete Fourier transform with one important difference. It does not directly output the elements of a Fourier transformed vector |xi;
it only prepares a quantum state |yi with amplitudes corresponding to the transformed elements.
The operation F is also unitary and admits an efficient quantum circuit. We
assume that N = 2n , for some integer n > 0. Then the basis vectors or states |ji
for j = 0, . . . , N − 1 can be represented on n qubits using a binary encoding. Let
j = j1 2n−1 + j2 2n−2 + · · · + jn 20 . Then

|ji = |j1 i ⊗ |j2 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |jn i ,

(2.4)
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|0i + e2πi0.j1 ...jn−1 jn |1i
Rn−2

Rn−1

...

|0i + e2πi0.j2 ...jn−1 jn |1i

..
.

|jn−1 i

...

|jn i

...

H

|0i + e2πi0.jn−1 jn |1i

R2
H

|0i + e2πi0.jn |1i

Figure 2.1: Quantum circuit for the quantum Fourier transform [NC11]. Here H
denotes the Hadamard gate, and Rk is a rotation about z-axis through an angle
2π/2k .
where j1 , . . . , jn ∈ {0, 1} are used to denote the states of individual qubits. It can
be shown that F has the following action on the basis states |ji:

F : |j1 i . . . |jn i
−→

|0i + e2πi0.jn |1i





|0i + e2πi0.jn−1 jn |1i · · · |0i + e2πi0.j1 ...jn−1 jn |1i
√
,
N
(2.5)

where the 0.j1 j2 . . . jn denotes a binary fraction j1 /2 + j2 /22 + · · · + jn /2n−1 . This
directly leads to the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 2.1 [NC11]. The circuit uses
controlled-Rk gates, where


0 
1
Rk = 
.
2πi/2k
0 e

(2.6)

Gate complexity of the Fourier transform
The quantum circuit in Fig. 2.1 uses O(n2 ) gates for implementing the exact quantum
Fourier transform on n qubits. We can further reduce this cost to O(n log n) if we
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allow for some constant error, by leaving out Rk gates that correspond to rotations
through very small angles [Cop94].

2.4

Quantum phase estimation

The quantum phase estimation algorithm [CEMM98, Kit95] is another fundamental
quantum algorithm that has important applications, especially in physics simulation
problems. In the general formulation of the problem, we are given a unitary U that
has an eigenvector |ψi with unknown eigenvalue eiφ , and the goal is to return an
estimate of φ. The unitary U is given to us as a black-box, i.e., we do not have
any information about its internal structure, but we are allowed to apply controlledU operations using ancilla qubits. We will consider a specific algorithm for phase
estimation that uses the quantum Fourier transform. The circuit for this is illustrated
in Fig. 2.2. It consists of two qubit registers: the first one encodes the state |ψi, and
the second is an ancilla register consisting of m qubits that will record the estimate.
The value of m depends on how precise we want the estimate to be.

The first step in the circuit of Fig. 2.2 prepares a uniform superposition over the
ancilla register by applying Hadamard gates on all qubits. This is followed by a
j

sequence of controlled-U 2 operations, for j = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. The control is on the
j-th qubit of the ancilla, with the register containing |ψi as the target. The next step
applies the inverse of the quantum Fourier transform F defined in Eq. (2.1). Finally,
the ancilla qubits are measured in the computational basis. We first compute the
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...
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|0i

H

...

|0i

H

...

|0i

H

...

|ψi

0

U2

U2

1

2

U2

...

F†

m−1

U2

|ψi

Figure 2.2: Quantum circuit for quantum phase estimation
state prepared before just applying F † ,
1 
2m/2

m−1 φ

|0i + ei2

|1i



m−2 φ

|0i + ei2




0
|1i · · · |0i + ei2 φ |1i ,

(2.7)

which looks quite similar to the expression we had for the quantum Fourier transform acting on basis states in Eq. (2.5). For the time being, we assume for ease of
analysis that the quantity φ/(2π) can be exactly expressed in m bits, i.e., φ/(2π) =
0.φ1 . . . φm = φ1 /2 + · · · + φm /2m . Then, the state in Eq. (2.7) can be written as
1 
2m/2

|0i + e2πi0.φm |1i






|0i + e2πi0.φm−1 φm |1i · · · |0i + e2πi0.φ1 ...φm−1 φm |1i ,
(2.8)

which is exactly of the form in Eq. (2.5). The inverse Fourier transform thus gives
|φ1 . . . φm−1 φm i, which is a state in the computational basis. The measurements at
the end then provide the exact value of φ/(2π) in binary whenever it can be exactly
written using m bits. In general, this assumption will not apply. However it can
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be shown that for sufficiently large m, quantum phase estimation returns a good
estimate with high probability. There is also a variant of quantum phase estimation
that requires only one ancilla qubit which is refreshed multiple times [GN96]. The
√
algorithm proceeds by initializing the ancilla qubit in the state |+i = (|0i + |1i) / 2.
j

Then, a controlled-U 2 gate is applied and the ancilla measured in the |±i basis. By
repeating this for different values of j, it is also possible get an estimate of φ.

Complexity of quantum phase estimation
The quantum phase estimation algorithm outlined above returns an estimate of
φ that is accurate within additive error 2−m+1 π with probability that is at least
0.405 [CEMM98]. This implies that to obtain an estimate within additive error 
(with the aforementioned probability), we require O (log(1/)) ancilla qubits. The
j

maximum power of U in the controlled-U 2 operations is 2j , implying that the total
number of uses of U is O(1/).
The probability of successfully getting a precise estimate can be amplified in a
number of ways. One such method considered in [CEMM98] is to to increase the
number of ancilla qubits in the Fourier transform, e.g., m = s + t ancilla qubits with
a lower precision goal of 2−s+1 . To attain a success probability 1 − δ however, this
method would require a number of uses of U that is O(1/δ). This can be improved
by using methods such as high-confidence phase estimation [KOS07] which requires
only O(log(1/δ)) uses of U to attain the same success probability.
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Quantum amplitude amplification

The third procedure we review is that of quantum amplitude amplification [BHMT02,
Gro96], a foundational result that lies at the root of various polynomial speed-ups in
quantum algorithms for search [Gro96, MNRS07], optimization [SBB07] and other
problems. At its core, quantum amplitude amplification provides a way of improving
upon the resource requirements of classical sampling. Consider a randomized algorithm, a classical procedure that succeeds with a small probability p  1. We can
increase the probability of success by repeating the algorithm several times; on average we need approximately 1/p repetitions to ensure that we succeed at least once.
In contrast, provided we have access to a suitable quantum version of the algorithm,
quantum amplitude amplification provides a way of boosting the success probability
√
to a constant by using only Θ(1/ p) steps. Our discussion in this section will closely
follow that of Brassard et al. [BHMT02].
We will consider a quantum algorithm specified by a unitary W that acts as
follows:

W |0̄i = sin φ2 |ψ0 i + cos φ2 |ψ1 i ,

(2.9)

where |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i are orthonormal and 0 < φ < π. We assume that there is
some non-destructive measurement that can distinguish between |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i by
returning a binary outcome, 0 or 1 respectively. The algorithm succeeds if we get 0,
i.e., the state |ψ0 i. The probability of success upon measuring W |0̄i is p = sin2 φ2 . If
we were to repeatedly prepare W |0̄i and measure, we would need on average O(1/p)
uses of W to succeed, as before. Our goal is to amplify the amplitude of the “good”
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state |ψ0 i from sin φ2 to almost 1. To do this, we will need the ability to perform a
reflection about the state |ψ0 i, a unitary operation given by

R = 2 |ψ0 ihψ0 | − I.

(2.10)

The reflection R simply puts a phase of −1 on the “bad” state |ψ1 i, and leaves all
states orthogonal to |ψ1 i unchanged. We also define a reflection about the state |0̄i,

R0 = 2 |0̄ih0̄| − I.

(2.11)

Quantum amplitude amplification requires the use of an iterate A that is given by

A = −W R0 W † R.

(2.12)

This unitary A constitutes one step of amplitude amplification. It can be shown that

A |ψ0 i = cos φ |ψ0 i − sin φ |ψ1 i ,
A |ψ1 i = sin φ |ψ0 i + cos φ |ψ1 i .

(2.13)

Thus, A acts as a rotation by an angle φ in the subspace spanned by |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i.
This observation can be used to show that



At W |0̄i = sin (2t + 1) φ2 |ψ0 i + cos (2t + 1) φ2 |ψ1 i .

(2.14)

Therefore, after t rounds of amplitude amplification on the state W |0̄i, we succeed —

i.e., obtain the “good” state |ψ0 i — with probability sin2 (2t + 1) φ2 . If we know the


initial amplitude sin φ2 , we can choose t such that sin2 (2t + 1) φ2 is sufficiently close
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to 1. More precisely, t = bπ/2φc ensures that sin2 (2t + 1) φ2 ≥ 1 − p [BBHT98].

√
√
Since φ2 ≥ sin φ2 = p, it follows that if we perform t = O(1/ p) rounds of
amplitude amplification and then measure, we can succeed with probability greater
than max(p, 1 − p). For small p, on average, we will need to repeat this 1/(1 − p)
times to get a successful outcome, giving an expected number of uses of W that goes
√
as (2t + 1)/(1 − p) which is O(1/ p). This is a quadratic speed-up over classical
sampling, i.e., if we were to repeatedly prepare W |0̄i and measure until success.
The most well-known use of amplitude amplification is in the quantum search
algorithm [Gro96]. The problem there is to search for one or more marked items in a
database. We have access to an oracle which, on given a randomly sampled item from
the database (using a classical computer), returns either 0 or 1 depending on whether
the item is marked or not. For a database of size D containing only one marked item,
we would need on average O(D) queries to the oracle to find a marked item with
high probability. For a quantum search algorithm, we assume that the items in
the database are represented by orthonormal quantum states |ξ0 i , . . . , |ξD−1 i. The
quantum oracle is a unitary that puts a phase of −1 on a marked item and leaves
unmarked items unchanged. This is identical to the operation R defined in Eq. (2.10).
The operation W of Eq. (2.9) is identified with a unitary that creates the uniform
superposition states over all items in the database. The search problem can then be
√
solved using amplitude amplification with O( D) queries to the oracle.
The iterate A of Eq. (2.12) is a product of two reflections: R reflects about the
good state |ψ0 i and W R0 W † reflects about the state W |0̄i, which is the initial state
for the amplitude amplification procedure. In general, we may amplify the amplitude
of any state |ψf i starting from a different state |ψi i by alternating reflections about
|ψi i and |ψf i, provided hψi |ψf i =
6 0.
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Quantum amplitude estimation

Suppose W now is a unitary such that

W |0̄i = sin φ2 |ψ0 i + eiϕ cos φ2 |ψ1 i

(2.15)

for 0 ≤ φ, ϕ ≤ π, and orthonormal states |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i. We aim to return an
estimate of the absolute value of the amplitude of |ψ0 i, i.e., sin φ2 (or equivalently
cos φ2 ). The algorithm operates by using quantum phase estimation on the iterate A
defined earlier in Eq. (2.12). The operations R and R0 are as defined in Eqs. (2.10)
and (2.11). Similar to Eq. (2.13), we obtain

A |ψ0 i = cos φ |ψ0 i − eiϕ sin φ |ψ1 i

(2.16)

A |ψ1 i = e−iϕ sin φ |ψ0 i + cos φ |ψ0 i .

(2.17)

Then A can be written in the subspace spanned by |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i as

−eiϕ sin φ
 cos φ
.

−iϕ
e sin φ
cos φ


(2.18)

This implies that A has eigenvalues λ = e±iφ within this subspace. We can estimate
the phase φ by using the quantum phase estimation algorithm of Section 2.4 on A
which directly gives an estimate of sin φ2 . We use W |0̄i as the initial state for quantum
phase estimation. Since W |0̄i lies in the subspace spanned by |ψ0 i and |ψ1 i, phase
estimation returns an estimate of either φ or −φ. The resource requirements of phase
estimation imply that, in order get an estimate of the amplitude sin φ2 within additive
error , we require O(1/) uses of A and hence U . For rigorous bounds on the cost
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of amplitude estimation, we refer the reader to [KOS07].
Quantum amplitude estimation can be extended to many other scenarios. For
instance, consider the case where W acts on an arbitrary initial state |χi and we
are interested in computing the overlap of the final state with the initial state, i.e.,
| hχ| W |χi |. We assume that we have access to a unitary UP that prepares |χi from
|0̄i. A reflection about |χi can be implemented as
Rχ = UP (2 |0̄ih0̄| − I)UP†
= UP R0 UP† .

(2.19)

Since |χi is the initial state, the reflection R0 will have to be replaced by Rχ in
Eqn. (2.12). In the same equation, Rχ also replaces R since we are interested in
amplitude of |χi in the state W |χi. It follows that we can estimate | hχ| W |χi | by
performing quantum phase estimation on A0 = −W UP R0 UP† W UP R0 UP† .
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Chapter 3
Simulating Hamiltonian Evolution
I. . . believe it’s true that with a suitable class of
quantum machines you could imitate any quantum
system, including the physical world.
— Richard Feynman

3.1

Introduction

The simulation of quantum physical systems is the problem that quantum computers are designed to address almost by definition. Starting with observations by
Manin [Man80] and Feynman [Fey82], it has been recognized that a universal quantum computer would allow us to do computations in quantum physics that are out of
reach for even the most powerful classical computers. The Hilbert space dimension
of a quantum system grows exponentially with the number of particles; deterministic
simulations that store the entire quantum state vector become intractable beyond
a few particles. Probabilistic simulation, e.g., Monte Carlo methods, where we aim
to simulate only the probabilities of the different outcomes of a measurement, can
help with this problem of exponentially growing state space to an extent but fail
to be efficient for many quantum systems [LGS+ 90]. Recent advances using tensor
network methods [BC17] have broadened the class of quantum systems we can clas-
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sically simulate, but these are also expected to be inefficient in general. But on a
quantum computer, we can approximate any unitary operation with a sequence of
gates. Thus it seems reasonable that we should be able to simulate the dynamics of
quantum systems on such a device.
Before going further, it will be important to distinguish between different notions
of simulation. In physics, we may be interested in simulating static properties of
systems in, e.g., ground states or thermal states. Alternatively, we may attempt to
simulate the dynamics of a quantum system evolving under a certain Hamiltonian.
It is known that the problem of finding the ground state energy even for fairly simple
Hamiltonians is complete for the complexity class QMA [Wat09, AN02, KSV02]. Assuming the validity of reasonable complexity theoretic conjectures [AAV13], preparing thermal states of quantum Hamiltonians at arbitrary temperatures is also QMAhard, and therefore likely outside BQP. In general, we do not expect that we can
compute properties of ground and thermal states on a quantum computer exponentially faster. However, we may still obtain polynomial quantum speed-ups in many
cases, and in specific instances, such as restricted sets of Hamiltonians, we may also
get an exponential speed-up.
In this chapter, we will focus on algorithms for a problem where quantum computers can provide exponential speed-ups in general scenarios — that of simulating
time evolution under quantum Hamiltonians. The results presented here are based on
prior works [BC12, BCC+ 14, BCK15, LC16]. We first define the problem of Hamiltonian simulation in Section 3.2, followed by a brief historical overview summarizing
important results in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 begins the technical discussion by describing commonly used access models for Hamiltonians. Next, Sections 3.5 and 3.6
describe how these oracles can be used to implement quantum walks — important
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primitives in Hamiltonian simulation and related problems. Then, in Section 3.7, we
discuss a general framework for implementing a linear combination of unitary operators (LCU), which will be subsequently used in Section 3.8 to describe two important
algorithms for Hamiltonian simulation.

3.2

Problem statement

We define the Hamiltonian simulation problem for a time-independent Hamiltonian
H, acting on a Hilbert space of dimension D. Given a suitable access model for H,
a time t, and a precision goal  > 0, the Hamiltonian simulation problem is that of
approximating the time evolution e−iHt on an arbitrary initial state |ψi within error
, i.e., output a quantum state |ψ 0 i such that |ψi0 − e−iHt |ψi ≤  [Kot14]. Any
sequence of unitary operations, e.g., an arbitrary quantum circuit can be realized as
a sequence of time evolutions with different Hamiltonians. A more careful reasoning
along these lines implies that the problem of simulating Hamiltonian evolution is
thus at least as hard as that of simulating an arbitrary quantum computation, i.e.,
BQP-hard [Chi19]. In this chapter, our goal will be to implement as a quantum
circuit the unitary U which satisfies

U |0̄i|ψi − |0̄i e−iHt |ψi ≤  ,

(3.1)

for all states |ψi and  > 0. The inclusion of the ancilla state |0̄i indicates that the
unitary U may require ancilla qubits and thus act on a larger Hilbert space.
It is important to note that obtaining a description of the state after time evolution by classically writing down all of the individual amplitudes would negate the
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quantum advantage as it would require measuring a large number of observables
repeatedly. However, such a description is often unnecessary for describing physical
phenomena. In many problems, it suffices to compute quantities such as expectation values of a few local observables and correlation functions. This can be done by
measuring the relevant observables on the quantum state produced by a Hamiltonian
simulation algorithm. Methods such as quantum amplitude estimation or overlap estimation, described in Section 2.6, can be used to provide further speed-ups over
classical sampling.

3.3

Background

The first digital quantum algorithm for simulating time-evolution was given by
Lloyd [Llo96], for k-local Hamiltonians. A Hamiltonian H acting on a system of
P
particles, e.g., spins, is said to be k-local if it can be written down as H = j cj Hj ,
where each Hj acts on at most k particles1 . This result was extended to sparse
Hamiltonians by Aharonov and Ta-Shma [ATSTS03], and further improved in later
works [BACS07, CK11]. These algorithms utilized the well-known Trotter-Suzuki
formulae [Suz90] to approximate the time evolution as a product of exponentials of
simpler operators. A drawback of this approach is that error bounds for TrotterSuzuki formulas imply that these algorithms have a worst-case running time that is
O(poly(1/)), i.e., it scales polynomially in the inverse precision. This in undesirable in cases where we require very accurate simulations such as in many quantum
chemistry problems. An alternate algorithm based on quantum phase estimation of
1

Consistency with literature dictates that we stick to the terminology k-local, which has its
origins in computer science. A more appropriate term here would be k-body since there is no
notion of physical locality.
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quantum walks was provided by Berry and Childs [BC12] which also had a similar
scaling with precision.
A number of breakthroughs in recent years have led to simulation algorithms with
running time that is O(log(1/)), i.e., with exponentially improved dependence on
precision [BCC+ 14, BCC+ 15, BCK15, CW12]. These algorithms also improve the
dependence on other parameters such as simulation time, and the norm of the Hamiltonian. A key ingredient that is used in these results is the LCU framework [Kot14].
Still more recently, the technique of quantum signal processing has provided algorithms with even more improved running times, while also drastically reducing qubit
count [LC16, LC17].
Despite these advances, algorithms using Trotter-Suzuki decompositions are widely
popular in consideration of practical simulation problems
[WBC+ 13, WBC+ 14, PHW+ 15]. An important reason is the latter’s simplicity;
Trotter-Suzuki based methods require far fewer controlled operations than the more
advanced algorithms of e.g., [BCC+ 14, BCK15], which translates to much simpler
quantum circuits. In addition, numerical results show that simulation algorithms
based on Trotter-Suzuki formulas can in fact lead to lower gate counts than that obtained using LCU or QSP based methods in certain cases [CMN+ 18]. However, the
results in [CMN+ 18] focused on studying the effect of system size on the gate count,
and considered only a fixed target precision. The log(1/) scaling LCU and QSP
based methods can be useful in problems where we require highly precise simulation
of quantum systems.
Our discussion for the remainder of this chapter will center on simulation algorithms that use the LCU framework. These will be important ingredients in deriving
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our results in later chapters.

3.4

Access models for Hamiltonians

Quantum simulation algorithms require a method to access a Hamiltonian which is
written down in the form of classical data, and convert it to quantum operations.
We will consider two such methods.
One of these will require use of the so-called query model. This is a useful abstraction in theoretical computer science; it assumes the existence of an oracle which can
be queried to compute some function f (x) for an input x. For instance, in Grover’s
algorithm for quantum search, the oracle essentially tells us whether a given input
state is a solution to the search problem by marking it with a −1 phase. The query
complexity of such an algorithm is then the number of times the oracle is queried.
The query model is amenable to proving lower bounds on complexity; this enables
us to prove separations between classical and quantum query complexity. Grover’s
algorithm gives a provable quadratic speed-up over any classical algorithm for solving
an unstructured search problem. On the other hand, Shor’s algorithm, which does
not use oracles, is not provably faster than any classical algorithm for factoring, since
we do not have a lower bound on the (oracle-independent) classical complexity of
factoring.
The oracle in the query model is in general a black box which we may not yet know
how to implement on a quantum computer. In many cases, however, the oracle is used
to abstract away an essential part of the algorithm that a) gets reused several times,
and b) is implementable in terms of elementary operations, but the details of it are
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involved. The oracles we encounter in Hamiltonian simulation and related problems
are primarily of the latter kind. The implementation of these oracles in terms of
elementary gates and the associated cost depend on the details of the physical system
being simulated, and are subjects of active research [WBC+ 14, BGB+ 18].

3.4.1

Sparse Hamiltonians

The first access model we consider is one for accessing Hamiltonians that are sparse
matrices in an appropriately chosen basis, i.e., matrices containing only a few nonzero elements in each row or column. More specifically, a D × D Hermitian matrix
H is said to be d-sparse if it contains at most d non-zero elements in each row or
column. A number of problems encountered in, e.g., scientific computing or machine
learning involve sparse matrices and data sets. Sparse matrices can be represented
efficiently on classical memory by storing only the locations and values of the nonzero elements. When dealing with sparse matrices in the quantum setting, we assume
that we have access to two oracles, QF and QH that coherently access such sparse
matrices. Given a row index j ∈ {0, D − 1} and an index i ∈ {0, d − 1},

QF |j, ii = |j, v(j, i)i ,

(3.2)

where v(j, i) is the column index of the i-th non-zero element in the j-th row and
takes values 0 . . . D −1. If there are less than i non-zero elements, then v(j, i) returns
the column index of any zero element. The oracle QH computes the j, k-th element
of H, denoted by Hjk , as follows:

QH |j, k, zi = |j, k, z ⊕ Hjk i .

(3.3)
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Here Hjk contains both real and imaginary parts represented in binary, and ⊕ denotes
bitwise XOR. In reality, the values Hjk will be computed only to a finite precision
using a constant number of bits, and this will affect the overall accuracy of algorithms
that use them. We will side-step this issue by assuming that the precision in Hjk is
sufficiently high compared to the target precision of our algorithms.
Sparse Hamiltonians arise naturally in the context of quantum simulation, for
instance, in many-body systems with local interactions. A system of qubits on a
line with nearest-neighbor interactions would be 4-sparse. In quantum complexity
theory, we define a Hamiltonian acting on qubits to be k-local if it only contains
terms that act on at most k qubits. This definition of “local” differs from a physicist’s notion of locality in that there is no reference to any underlying geometry;
the k qubits being acted upon here could be far apart in space. We will refer to
Hamiltonians that are local in the sense that the terms contained in them act on
nearby qubits or particles, e.g., spins on a lattice with nearest-neighbor interactions,
as being geometrically local. The main motivation for focusing on the rather abstract
sparse Hamiltonians is that simulation algorithms for sparse Hamiltonians are easily applicable to the more restricted Hamiltonians that occur in physical problems.
However, by taking advantage of geometric locality it is possible to devise even more
efficient algorithms [HHKL18, CS19]. A secondary motivation for considering sparse
Hamiltonians (and matrices) is that quantum algorithms for linear algebra, such as
the quantum linear systems solver [HHL09], rely on Hamiltonian simulation algorithms. The problems we encounter in linear algebra often involve sparse datasets
and matrices, but may not have any notion of geometric locality.
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Hamiltonians presented as a sum of unitary operators

Hamiltonians that we encounter in physics can often be written as sums of simpler
terms, e.g., products of Pauli matrices. This motivates an access model for Hamiltonians and matrices which can be written as weighted sums of unitary operators,

H=

L
X

αl Hl ,

(3.4)

l=1

where each term Hl is unitary and assumed to be easily implementable on a quantum
computer. The coefficients αl are known to us, and may be taken to be positive
without any loss of generality, since any phase can be absorbed into the unitaries Hl .
We may then consider as an oracle a unitary

QS =

L
X

|lihl| ⊗ Hl ,

(3.5)

l=1

which acts on a larger Hilbert space, containing the system the Hamiltonian acts on
as well as an ancilla register. Thus, conditional on the ancilla being in the state |li,
QS applies (‘selects’, hence the subscript S on QS ) the unitary Hl .

Gate complexity of QS
We will assume that each Hl costs the same number of gates and denote this by
CH . There is also a gate cost associated with controlling on the ancilla. In most
applications involving this access model we will use a unary encoding where |li =
|0i⊗(l−1) |1i |0i⊗(L−l) . Suppose the qubits in the register are numbered 1 through L.
Then, QS is implemented by applying the operation Hl controlled on the l-th qubit
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being in the state |1i. The overall cost of applying the unitary QS is then O (LCH ). In
physical models we often express Hamiltonians in the Pauli basis, i.e., Hl operations
are a product of, say, n Pauli matrices. In that case, the cost of applying QS is
O (Ln). Here we are analyzing the complexity in terms of gates and not in terms of
uses of the unitary QS . This access model is thus not a query model. However, in
our analysis of later algorithms we will often refer to QS as an abstraction.
In algorithms that use this model, we may also need a state-preparation unitary
that prepares a quantum state whose amplitudes are functions of the αl ’s. These
coefficients will be known to us from a classical pre-computation. Thus the state
preparation can be done efficiently for Hamiltonians where the number of distinct
terms L is small, e.g.., logarithmic in the Hilbert-space dimension.
We should mention that even if we ignore the state-preparation cost, the simulation will be inefficient anyway if L is too large. A key aspect of the access models we
describe is that we are assuming that the description of the Hamiltonian is efficient
in an appropriate representation, i.e., small compared to the Hilbert space dimension
D of the system we want to simulate. Without this restriction, there is little hope for
any quantum speed-up; reading an exponential amount of data will take exponential
time.

3.5

Quantum walk for a Hamiltonian

Our aim is to now utilize the oracles to build simple unitary operations whose spectra
are related to those of the Hamiltonians they encode. One way of doing this is via
the quantum walk construction for Hamiltonians, which is inspired by Szegedy’s
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construction of a quantum walk from classical Markov chains and was first proposed
by Childs [Chi10]. Since then, it has become a standard subroutine used in sparse
Hamiltonian simulation [BC12, BN16] and other quantum algorithms that use sparse
matrices [HHL09, CKS17, vAGGdW17]. An important reason behind this is that a
step of the quantum walk can be implemented with a constant number of queries
to the oracles QH and QF . In order to build the quantum walk for Hamiltonians,
we need to first define an isometry T , which can be thought of as a quantum state
preparation. It performs the map,

T |ji|bi = |ji|bi ⊗ |ϕjb i ,

(3.6)

where j ∈ {0, D − 1}, b ∈ {0, 1} and the states |ϕjb i are:
s
r

∗
∗
X
Hjk
Hjk
1
|ϕj0 i = √
|ki 
|0i + 1 −
|1i ,
Λ
Λ
d k∈Cj

(3.7)

|ϕj1 i = |0̄i|1i .

(3.8)

Here Λ is a known upper bound on kHkmax (the maximum absolute value of elements
in H) and Cj is the set of indices of nonzero elements in the j-th row of H. The
states |ki are encoded in binary using O(log D) qubits. We may now define a step
of the quantum walk using T .
Definition 1. A step of the quantum walk for the Hamiltonian H is given by the
unitary

WU = S(2T T † − I),

(3.9)
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where S is a swap operation, S |b1 i|j1 i |b2 i|j2 i = |b2 i|j2 i |b1 i|j1 i.

We have,

hj|h0| T † ST |ki|0i = (hj|h0|) |ϕk0 i hϕj0 | (|ki|0i)
q
∗
q
∗
∗
= Hkj
Hjk
.

(3.10)

We would like the above to be Hjk , for reasons that will become clear soon. This
requires choosing an appropriate convention for the square root in (3.7). If Hjk =
√
√
z = reiθ for r ≥ 0 and θ ∈ (−π, π), we define z = reiθ/2 , i.e., the principal square
√ √
√
√
root such that z( z ∗ )∗ = reiθ/2 r(e−iθ/2 )∗ = z. For Hjk that are negative real
numbers, we choose
q
p
Hjk = sgn(j − k) |Hjk |.

(3.11)

This scheme cannot deal with negative diagonal elements j = k. Thus, we add to
the Hamiltonian a term proportional to the identity,

H → H + ΛI.

(3.12)

This does not impact the simulation since it introduces only an irrelevant global
phase, but it does change the norm, which may increase the overall cost of simulation
algorithms. The unitary WU defines a single step of the quantum walk, and its spectra
can be related to that of the Hamiltonian as shown in Lemma 1 due to Childs [Chi10].
We denote by |λj i an eigenvector of H with eigenvalue λj . The eigenvalues of the
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scaled Hamiltonian, H/Λd, are given by

λ̃j =

λj
.
Λd

(3.13)

Lemma 1. [Chi10] The walk-step unitary WU has eigenvalues
µj,± = e±i arccos(λ̃j )

(3.14)

with corresponding normalized eigenvectors
T − µj,± ST
|µj,± i = q
|λj i|0i .
2(1 − λ̃2j )

(3.15)

Proof. We begin by noting that

T †T =

X

(|jihj| ⊗ |bihb| ⊗ hϕjb |)

j,b

X

(|kihk| ⊗ |cihc| ⊗ |ϕkc i)

k,c

= I,

(3.16)

Equation (3.10) and the discussion following it imply

T † ST =

H
⊗ |0ih0| + |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ |1ih1| .
Λd

(3.17)

Then,

WU (ST |λj i|0i) = 2ST T † ST |λj i|0i − S 2 T |λj i|0i
= 2λ̃j ST |λj i|0i − T |λj i|0i .

(3.18)
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Now consider

|µj i = T |λj i|0i − µj ST |λj i|0i ,

(3.19)

which when acted upon by WU gives




WU |µj i = µj T |λj i|0i + 1 − 2µj λ̃j iST |λj i|0i .

(3.20)

Thus, |µj i is an eigenvector of WU with eigenvalue µj provided
q
µj = λ̃j ± i 1 − λ̃2j ,

(3.21)

µj,± = e±i arccos λ̃j .

(3.22)

i.e., the eigenvalues are

The normalization of the eigenvectors follows from a straightforward computation.

3.5.1

Quantum walk implementation for sparse Hamiltonians

We will now discuss how to apply one step of the quantum walk using the oracle
model for sparse Hamiltonians following Berry et al. [BC12]. We note that the swap
S can be implemented independent of any queries. Therefore we need only focus on
the operation 2T T † − I, which is a reflection about the states |ji|bi ⊗ |ϕjb i. This
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reflection can be performed if we have an algorithm that, on input |ji|bi, prepares in
an additional register the state |ϕjb i, starting from the all-0 state |0̄i. We outline the
algorithm below in terms of the oracles QF and QH defined in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3).
Algorithm 1 Quantum walk state preparation
Input Initial state |ji|bi with j ∈ {0, D − 1} and b ∈ {0, 1}; a set of two ancilla
registers of dimension D and 2, initialized in the state |0̄i|0i; an ancilla register for
computing the elements Hj k; another ancilla qubit, initialized in the state |0i.
1: if |bi = |0i then
P
2:
Prepare the state √1d d−1
k=0 |ki|0i from |0̄i|0i.
P
3:
Query the black-box QF to prepare √1d k∈Cj |ki|0i.
4:
Compute Hjk in an additional register using QH , preparing the state
P
√1
k∈Cj |ki|0i ⊗ |Hjk i.
d
5:
Append an additional qubitqinitialized in |0i; controlled on |Hjk i, rotate the
q ∗
∗
Hjk
|Hjk
|
appended qubit to
|0i
+
1
−
|1i.
Λ
Λ
6:
Use QH to uncompute Hjk , setting the register containing it to the all-0 state.
7: else if |bi = |1i then
8:
Prepare the state |0̄i|1i from |0̄i|0i
9: end if

Quantum walk complexity
It is evident from the description that Algorithm 1 requires only one use of the oracle
QF and two uses of the oracle QH . We have assumed that the matrix elements Hjk
are specified to a constant but sufficiently high degree of precision. Therefore the
cost of computing the square roots of Hjk is also a constant. Lastly, the controlled
rotations in Step 5 can be approximated to precision ζ with log(1/ζ) elementary
gates using standard techniques [NC11, DN06].
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Hamiltonian simulation by quantum phase estimation
of quantum walk

The spectrum of the quantum walk immediately suggests an algorithm for simulating
time evolution with H. The isometry T maps states from the space of the system we
wish to simulate to the quantum walk space. In this walk space, we can use quantum phase estimation to learn the eigenvalues of the walk, and then use controlled
rotations to put in phases corresponding to the time evolution on the appropriate
eigenvectors. Finally, applying the inverse of the isometry will map us back to the
system space. This is in fact the simulation algorithm proposed by Childs [Chi10]
and Berry [BC12]. We do not go into details of this algorithm since we will not
be using it for our results. This general idea of using phase estimation to learn the
eigenvalues followed by controlled rotations has also been used in other quantum algorithms for problems such as linear systems of equations [HHL09] and preparation
of Gibbs states [PW09b]. However, due to the use of phase estimation, the complexity of these algorithms typically have a dependence on precision that is at best
O(1/). Our focus will be on simulation algorithms that improve the complexity to
O(log(1/)).
Note that in many quantum simulation problems, we are interested only in obtaining estimates of the energy levels of the Hamiltonians, e.g., the energy of the
ground or first excited states. In that case, we do not even need to simulate e−iHt .
We can simply run quantum phase estimation on the walk-step unitary WU of Definition 1 and infer the energies from estimates of eigenvalues of WU , saving significant
overhead [PKS+ 18].
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Quantum walks: generalizations and iterations

The quantum walk construction for Hamiltonians has proven useful for more advanced quantum algorithmic techniques because iterating the walk-step gives rise to
a very structured behavior This makes it amenable for use with frameworks such as
LCU, which we will review later, and also quantum signal processing. The quantum walk can be extended to access models beyond the sparse matrix oracles, as
was shown by Low and Chuang [LC16, LC17]. This extension, which also goes by
the name qubitization, naturally encompasses the case where the Hamiltonian is
presented as a weighted sum of unitaries.

3.6.1

Invariant subspaces and products of reflections

The essential idea behind the quantum walk construction relies on an elegant result
in linear algebra called Jordan’s Lemma [Jor75]. Jordan’s Lemma states that given
two projectors on a Hilbert space, the space can be decomposed into a direct sum of
one-dimensional and two-dimensional subspaces that are invariant under the same
projectors. The result has wide applications in quantum complexity theory [Wat09,
NWZ09] as well as quantum algorithms. In particular, Jordan’s Lemma implies
that an operator which is a product of two projectors (or reflections) can be written
in a particular block-diagonal form, a fact that proves useful for constructing the
quantum walk.
We give a formal statement of Jordan’s Lemma below. The proof can be found
in Appendix A
Lemma 2 (Jordan’s Lemma). [Jor75] For any two projectors Π1 and Π2 acting on
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a finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space, there exists an orthogonal decomposition
of the Hilbert space into one-dimensional and two-dimensional subspaces that are
invariant under both Π1 and Π2 . Further, inside each two-dimensional subspace, Π1
and Π2 are rank-one projectors.

We will now use the above to analyze the structure of the operation
(2Π2 − I) (2Π1 − I), which is a product of two reflections. The statement and proof
below is due to Nagaj et al. [NWZ09].
Theorem 1. [Sze04] Given projectors Π1 and Π2 on a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space, the unitary operator (2Π2 − I) (2Π1 − I) has a block-diagonal form e±2iθj σy in
the two-dimensional subspaces Sj invariant under Π1 and Π2 with eigenvalues e±2iθj
where 0 ≤ θj ≤ π/2, and eigenvalues ±1 in the one-dimensional subspaces invariant
under Π1 and Π2 .

Proof. By Lemma 2, the Hilbert space can be written as a direct sum of subspaces of
dimension at most 2, invariant under Π1 and Π2 . In any two-dimensional invariant


subspace Sj , let |uj i , u⊥
and |vj i , vj⊥
be the orthonormal eigenvectors of
j
Π1 and Π2 respectively. We define the principal angle θj by,

cos(θj ) = hvj |uj i ,

(3.23)

where the RHS can be made real without any loss of generality by appropriately
choosing an overall phase for one of the vectors. Then, we have the following relation
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between the two bases:

|vj i = cos(θj ) |uj i + sin(θj ) u⊥
j ,
vj⊥ = − sin(θj ) |uj i + cos(θj ) u⊥
j .

(3.24)
(3.25)

We may write this as








 |vj i 
 |uj i 
,
 = Uj 

⊥
⊥
vj
uj

(3.26)

where




cos(θj ) − sin(θj )
iθ σ
Uj = 
 = e j y.
sin(θj ) cos(θj )

(3.27)

Thus in the subspace Sj , the unitary (2Π1 − I) (2Π2 − I) has the following form when

written in the basis |vj i , vj⊥ :

(2Π2 − I) (2Π1 − I)

 

1 0  1 0  †
=
 Uj 
 Uj
0 −1
0 −1
=σz eiθj σy σz e−iθj σy
=e−2iθj σy

(3.28)

Now consider a vector |ψi in a one-dimensional invariant subspace. The action of Π1
and Π2 on |ψi is to either leave it unchanged or annihilate it. Thus, the eigenvalues
of (2Π1 − I) (2Π2 − I) in the one-dimensional invariant subspaces are ±1.
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It is worth remarking that this result directly leads to quadratic speed-ups in
quantum search algorithms and quantum walks. In particular, note that the eigenvalues in the 2D invariant subspaces are e±2iθj , whereas the angle between the vectors
is θj . Using this property, we can take a Markov chain stochastic matrix with spec√
tral gap ∆ and construct a quantum walk with phase gap which is O( ∆), i.e.,
quadratically bigger [Sze04, SBO07].
We will now rewrite the 2 × 2 invariant blocks of Theorem 1 in a slightly different form, which will help make clearer the connection to the quantum walk for
Hamiltonians.
Corollary 1. Let |uj i and |vj i be eigenvectors of Π1 and Π2 in the two-dimensional
invariant subspace Sj chosen as in the proof of Theorem 1. Define

λj = huj | (2Π2 − I) |uj i .

(3.29)

Then the unitary (2Π2 − I) (2Π1 − I) has the following block-diagonal form in the
subspace Sj spanned by |uj i and (2Π2 − I) |uj i:

 λj
q
1 − λ2j


q
− 1 − λ2j 
.
λj

(3.30)

Proof. It suffices to compute λj in terms of θj where, following the proof of Theorem 1, we have cos(θj ) = hvj |uj i. Then,

λj = 2 huj |vj i hvj |uj i − 1 = cos 2θj .

(3.31)

Again from Theorem 1 the unitary (2Π2 − I) (2Π1 − I) has the block-diagonal struc-
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ture e−2iθj σy within Sj . Rewriting this in terms of λj , we have
e−2iθj σy = cos 2θj I − i sin 2θj σy




q
1 0 
0 −1
= λj 
 + 1 − λ2j 

0 1
1 0
(3.32)



λj


= q
1 − λ2j

−

q
1 − λ2j 
.
λj

(3.33)

The quantum walk-step unitary WU defined in Definition 1 is a product of two
reflections. The swap S squares to the identity and is therefore a reflection. The
above corollary then immediately implies a similar block-diagonal structure for WU .
Lemma 3. The walk-step WU = S(2T T † − I) has two-dimensional invariant subspaces spanned by T |λj i|0i and ST |λj i|0i for each j. Within the subspace, WU has
the block-diagonal form

 λ̃j
q
1 − λ̃2j


q
2
− 1 − λ̃j 

λ̃j

(3.34)

when expressed in the orthonormal basis that has T |λi|0i as one of its elements.
Proof. We note that T |λj i|0i is an eigenvector of the projector T T † . Further,
hλj |h0| T † ST |λj i|0i = λ̃j from Eq. (3.10). The proof follows by applying Corollary 1
with the projectors (S + I)/2 and T T † .
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This also leads to an alternative proof of Lemma 1.

3.6.2

Generalized quantum walk

Here we show how to extend the quantum walk for Hamiltonians for access models
beyond the sparse matrix oracles, following Low and Chuang [LC16]. We consider
the abstract scenario where the matrix H, which we intend to use in our algorithms,
is given to as part of larger unitary U .
Definition 2 (Generalized quantum walk). Let U be a unitary acting on a Hilbert
space H = Ha ⊗ Hs , H is a Hermitian operator on Hs and |gi ∈ Ha such that

hg| U |gi = H.

(3.35)

Then a step of the generalized quantum walk is defined by the unitary

W̄U = (2 |g̃ihg̃| ⊗ Is − I) Ũ ,

(3.36)

where Is denotes the identity on Hs , Ũ = |0ih1|c ⊗U +|1ih0|c ⊗U † , and |g̃i = |+ic |gi;
the subscript c labels an appended qubit.

This generalized quantum walk has the same block-diagonal structure that we
saw earlier.
Lemma 4. Let U , H and |gi be as in Defn. 2, and suppose H has eigenvalues λj with
corresponding eigenvectors |λj i, for j ∈ {0, D − 1}. Then the generalized quantum
walk unitary W̄U has two-dimensional invariant subspaces spanned by |g̃i|λj i and
Ũ |g̃i|λj i for each j. Moreover, within each two-dimensional subspace, we can choose
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Ũ

Reflection about |+i|gi

σx

Had

Had
R0

Ug†

a

Ug

U†

U
s

Figure 3.1: Schematic quantum circuit for a generalized quantum walk unitary W̄U .
The bottom wire is the “system” labeled s (of dimension D), the middle one (labeled
a) is the “flag” space, and the top wire (labeled c) is a single control qubit. Here,
hg| U |gi = H, Ug creates the “flag state” |gi from the all-0 state |0̄i, and R0 denotes
a reflection about the all-0 state of the entire ancilla comprising the top two wires.
an orthonormal basis such that W̄U has the form

 λj
q
1 − λ2j


q
2
− 1 − λj 
.
λj

(3.37)

Proof. First, notice that Ũ 2 = I, and hence Ũ is a reflection (since Ũ 6= I). Now,
for a particular j, we define |gλ i := |g̃i|λj i, which is an eigenvector of the projector
|g̃ihg̃|⊗Is . Further, hgλ | Ũ |gλ i = λ. We can then apply Corollary 1 to determine that
Ũ (2 |g̃ihg̃| ⊗ Is − I) has the block-diagonal form of Eq. (3.37) in a certain basis say

|gλ i , gλ⊥ . It follows that (2 |g̃ihg̃| ⊗ Is − I) Ũ will have the same block-diagonal

form in the basis |gλ i , − gλ⊥ . The proof follows by repeating the argument for
all values of j.

Low and Chuang name this construction qubitization as each 2×2 block is a singlequbit rotation [LC16]. We will often denote by Ug a unitary that prepares the “flag
state” |gi. It is straightforward to apply the generalized quantum walk construction
to the oracle access model of Sec. 3.4.2 where the Hamiltonian is presented as a
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P
weighted sum of unitaries, H = Ll=1 αl Hl . We will identify the flag state |gi with
P √
1
αl |li. For a Hamiltonian represented as sum of L terms, this state can be
l
kαk
1

prepared using O(L) elementary operations [SBM06].

Quantum walk iterations
The Hamiltonian simulation algorithm of Section 3.5.2 utilized the fact that the
spectrum of the quantum walk has a simple relation to that of the Hamiltonian
it encodes, which is a consequence of the block-diagonal form of the unitaries WU
and W̄U . The block-diagonal form has further implications however — iterating the
quantum walks gives rise to a very convenient, structured behavior.
Lemma 5. Suppose that a unitary WU is block-diagonal with 2 × 2 blocks of the form

 λ
√
1 − λ2


√
2
− 1−λ 
.
λ

(3.38)

Then WUt is block-diagonal with 2 × 2 blocks of the form

√
2
Tt (λ)
− 1 − λ Ut−1 (λ)

,
√
2
1 − λ Ut−1 (λ)
Tt (λ)


(3.39)

where Tt and Ut denote the t-th Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind
respectively.

The proof can be found in Appendix A; it follows from mathematical induction
and the recursion relations between Chebyshev polynomials.
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The LCU framework

The algorithm for Hamiltonian simulation described in Section 3.5.2 illustrates a particular framework for designing a number of quantum algorithms, that of using phase
estimation and controlled rotations to transform the eigenvalues of the quantum walk
to those corresponding to time evolution with the Hamiltonian. The isometry T defined in Eq. (3.6) maps the basis from that of the Hamiltonian to that of the walk
and vice versa. This technique in effect gives a general method of effecting a so-called
“eigenvalue transformation” — given an operator with a certain eigendecomposition,
we apply a different operator with the same eigenvectors but different eigenvalues.
Primarily due to the use of phase estimation, the approach we described usually
leads to a scaling of the complexity with precision that is O(1/). In this section we
will describe the LCU framework, an alternate method for effecting such eigenvalue
transformations, that gives a scaling of O(log(1/)).
Suppose an operator X can be written down as a finite linear combination of
unitary operations Uj , i.e.,

X=

J
X

aj Uj

(3.40)

j=0

for coefficients aj . Then, given a quantum state |ψi, the LCU method can be used
to prepare a state proportional to X |ψi.
The utility of this can be motivated by the following observation: the quantum
walk-step unitaries defined earlier generate Chebyshev polynomials in λ, the latter
being an eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian. Since Chebyshev polynomials form a complete basis for functions on an appropriate domain — e.g., real numbers between −1
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and 1 — any function on this domain can be expressed as a linear combination of
Chebyshev polynomials. Moreover, using results from approximation theory, functions including the exponential e−iλt can be approximated with an efficient number of
Chebyshev polynomials [SV14]. If we can implement a linear combination of unitary
operators as a quantum algorithm, we can also implement the time evolution e−iHt
as a linear combination of quantum walks of different steps, i.e., WUt for certain value
of t.
We will assume that we have the ability to perform the following two operations:

USelect :=

J−1
X

|jihj| ⊗ Uj ,

(3.41)

j=0

and

UPrep : |0̄i −→ p

1
kak1

J−1
X
√

aj |ji .

(3.42)

j=0

Here |0̄i is an ancilla register of log2 J qubits, all initialized to 0, and kak1 =

P

j

|aj |.

We will restrict the coefficients aj to be positive. This is not a stringent requirement
since any phase can be absorbed into the unitaries Uj . The operation USelect may
be implemented using controlled Uj operations and other elementary quantum gates.
The state-preparation unitary UPrep can also be decomposed into elementary gates
using standard techniques [SBM06].

Consider now the operation shown in the quantum circuit of Fig. 3.2. After
the UPrep and USelect operations, we have the following combined state of the two
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†
UPrep

UPrep
USelect

|ψi
Figure 3.2: Quantum circuit for applying a linear combination of unitaries
registers:
J−1
X
√

1
p
kak1

aj |ji ⊗ Uj |ψi .

(3.43)

j=0

We denote the final state of the combined registers in Fig. 3.2 by |Ψi. The projection
of |Ψi on the subspace flagged by the state |0̄i of the ancilla is given by
1
p

kak1

†
h0̄| UPrep

J−1
X
√
aj |ji ⊗ Uj |ψi
j=0

J−1
1 X
=
aj Uj |ψi
kak1 j=0

=

1
X |ψi
kak1

(3.44)

It follows that |Ψi is of the form

|Ψi =

1
|0̄i ⊗ (X |ψi) + Φ⊥
kak1

(3.45)

where the unnormalized state Φ⊥ has no support on the state |0̄i of the ancilla.
Therefore, we can implement X by applying the sequence of operations in Fig. 3.2
and post-selecting on |0̄i. The probability of successful post-selection is

kX|ψik2
;
kak21

we

have to repeat the circuit and the post-selection Θ(kak1 2 /kX |ψik2 ) times to implement X with constant probability. We can use the quantum amplitude amplification
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algorithm of Section 2.5 to get a quadratic improvement. This requires reflecting
about the initial and target states a number of times that goes with the square root
of the post-selection probability. We will assume that we have access to a unitary
QP that prepares the input state |ψi (and also its inverse). Then, with two uses
of QP , we can reflect about the input state. A reflection about the (unnormalized)
state X |ψi can be done simply by reflecting about the |0̄i of the ancilla in |Ψi. This
leads to the so-called LCU Lemma [CKS17, Kot14] stated below.
Lemma 6 (LCU Lemma). Let X =

P

j

aj Uj be a linear combination of unitaries

Uj with aj > 0 for all j. Let UPrep be any unitary that satisfies UPrep |0̄i =
P
P √
√1
aj |ji and USelect = j |jihj| ⊗ Uj . Then, given a unitary QP for preparj
kak1

ing the state |ψi, there exists an algorithm to exactly prepare the quantum state
X |ψi /kX |ψik with constant success probability that requires O(kak1 /kX |ψik) uses
of QP , UPrep and USelect .
It is worth noting that that the LCU Lemma can be extended to the case when
P
X = j aj Tj where the operators Tj are not themselves unitary, but can be implemented as part of larger unitary operators in a particular known subspace [CKS17].
We motivated the LCU idea by noting that it may be possible to approximate
time evolution as a linear combination of quantum walks. Another application we
will consider later is approximating a quantum operation as a linear combination
of Hamiltonian simulation for different times. In both of these applications we are
interested in the case where Uj = U j ; we want to apply an LCU which is a linear
P
j
combination of different powers of the same unitary U , i.e., X = J−1
j=0 aj U . In fact,
all the known applications of the LCU Lemma fall within this scope. Among other
things, this leads to considerable simplification of the USelect operation, as seen in
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the lemma below.
Lemma 7. [CKS17] Let USelect =

PJ−1
j=0

|jihj| ⊗ U j , where U is a unitary with gate

complexity CU . Then the gate complexity of implementing USelect is O(JCU ).
Proof. Let the states |ji be encoded in binary on the first register using K = log2 J
qubits numbered 0, 1, . . . , K − 1 in the order of least to most significant bit. Then
k

USelect reduces to applying U 2 on the second register, controlled on the k-th qubit
k

in the first register, for all k ∈ 0, K − 1. Now note that the cost of applying U 2 is
at most 2k CU gates (in certain cases it can be less, e.g., the modular exponentiation
required in Shor’s algorithm). We need O(log J) qubits in the first register to encode
J states in binary, implying that the total gate complexity of implementing U is
O(JCU ).

Later we will also implement LCUs of the form

PJ

j=−J

aj U j , which has negative

powers of U . In such cases we can use a shifted encoding where the state |ji is
represented by the usual binary encoding of j + J. That is, the state |−Ji corresponds to |0 . . . 00i — the all-0 state of the ancilla, the state |−J + 1i corresponds to
|0 . . . 01i, and so forth. For simplicity, we assume that J is a power of 2. As in the
proof of Lemma 7, let the total number of qubits be K, numbered 0, 1, . . . , K − 1
P
in the order of least to most significant bit. Then USelect = Jj=−J |jihj| ⊗ U j can
be implemented as follows: first apply U −J on the second register (unconditionally);
k

then, for each k, apply U 2 on the second register controlled on the k-th qubit in the
first register.
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Oblivious amplitude amplification

The quantum amplitude amplification algorithm discussed in Section 2.5 requires
reflecting about the target state (flagged by the ancilla) as well as the initial state.
The latter may be difficult in many problems of interest where preparing the initial
state might be costly. Or it could be the case that the initial state is unknown, e.g.,
in certain Hamiltonian simulation problems where we may wish to time-evolve an
unknown initial state. We can work around this difficulty when the target state is in
the form of a unitary applied to the initial state. This technique goes by the name
oblivious amplitude amplification (OAA) and will be useful in many of our results.
Lemma 8 (OAA). [Kot14] Let W and V be unitary matrices acting on Hilbert spaces
Ha ⊗ Hs and Hs respectively, and let φ ∈ (0, π). Suppose that for any state |ψi ∈ Hs
we have

W |0̄i |ψi = sin φ2 |0̄i V |ψi + cos φ2 Φ⊥ ,

(3.46)

where |0̄i ∈ Ha and Φ⊥ satisfies (|0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Is ) Φ⊥ = 0, where the subscript s on the
identity indicates that it acts on Hs . Let R = 2 |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Is − I and A = −W RW † R.
Then, for any integer t,



At W |0̄i |ψi = sin (2t + 1) φ2 |0̄i V |ψi + cos (2t + 1) φ2 Φ⊥ .

(3.47)

The only reflection required here is the one about the ancilla state |0̄i. OAA can
be used when the target state whose amplitude we wish to amplify is a unitary applied
to the initial state. This is precisely the scenario for the problem of Hamiltonian
simulation, and also the problem of implementing reflection operators which we will
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study later in Chapter 5.
Proving Lemma 8 requires the following result, which is essentially a consequence
of Jordan’s Lemma.
Lemma 9. [Kot14] Let W and V be unitary matrices acting on Hilbert spaces Ha ⊗
Hs and Hs respectively, and let p ∈ (0, 1). Suppose that for any state |ψi ∈ Hs we
have

W |0̄i |ψi =

√

p |0̄i V |ψi +

p
1 − p Φ⊥ ,

(3.48)

where |0̄i ∈ Ha and Φ⊥ ∈ satisfies (|0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Is ) Φ⊥ = 0. Then the state Ψ⊥ ,
defined by the equation

W Ψ⊥ =

p
√
1 − p |0̄i V |ψi − p Φ⊥ ,

(3.49)

satisfies (|0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Is ) Ψ⊥ = 0.

The proof can be found in Appendix A. With the help of Lemma 9, the proof for
OAA follows from essentially the same analysis as that for amplitude amplification
in Section 2.5.

Proof of Lemma 8. We rewrite Eq. (3.46) as

W |Ψi = sin

φ
2



|Φi + cos

φ
2



Φ⊥ ,

(3.50)

with |Ψi = |0̄i|ψi and |Φi = |0̄i V |ψi. Analogous to Lemma 9, we define a state
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Ψ⊥ via the equation

W Ψ⊥ = cos

φ
2



|Φi − sin

φ
2



Φ⊥ .

(3.51)

Since Lemma 9 implies (|0̄ih0̄| ⊗ I) Ψ⊥ = 0, we also get
W † |Φi = sin

φ
2

W † Φ⊥ = cos

φ
2




|Ψi + cos

φ
2



Ψ⊥ ,

(3.52)

|Ψi − sin

φ
2



Ψ⊥ .

(3.53)

Then we may compute

A |Φi = −W RW † R |Φi
= −W RW † |Φi
= cos(φ) |Ψi − sin(φ) Ψ⊥ ,

(3.54)

and

A Φ⊥ = sin(φ) |Ψi + cos(φ) Ψ⊥ .

(3.55)

The operation A acts as a rotation through an φ in the invariant subspace spanned
by the states |Φi and Φ⊥ , from which the general result follows.

3.7.2

LCU: the unitary case

Using OAA with the LCU lemma leads to the following result [Kot14].
Theorem 2. [Kot14] Let V be a unitary matrix such that V =

P

j

aj Uj where Uj is
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unitary and aj > 0 for all j. Then there exists a quantum algorithm to implement V
exactly which requires O(kak1 ) uses of UPrep and USelect where the last two operations
are as defined in Lemma 6.

Theorem 2 applies only for an operation V that is exactly unitary. In reality,
LCU expressions will be obtained via several approximations, with the consequence
that we get an operator Ṽ that is only approximately unitary. To deal with this
more realistic case, we require a version of OAA which is robust to such errors. We
state and give a proof of a one-step version of robust oblivious amplitude amplification
below, based on [BCC+ 15].
Lemma 10 (Robust OAA). Let W be a unitary matrix acting on a Hilbert space
Ha ⊗ Hs such that

 r
1
1
W |0̄i|ψi = |0̄i Ṽ |ψi + 1 − 2 Φ⊥ ,
s
s

(3.56)

where V acts on the Hilbert space Hs , Φ⊥ satisfies P Φ⊥ = 0 with P = |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Is ,
the quantity s satisfies |s − 2| = O(), and there exists a unitary V such that
kṼ − V k = O(). Define

A = W RW † RW

(3.57)

kA |0̄i|ψi − |0̄i V |ψik = O().

(3.58)

where R = 2P − I. Then
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Proof. We begin by noting that

P AP = 3P W P − 4P W P W † P W P.

(3.59)

Since P W P = (1/s) |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Ṽ , the previous equation also implies that

P AP = |0̄ih0̄| ⊗

3
4
Ṽ − 3 Ṽ Ṽ † Ṽ
s
s


.

(3.60)

Now, it follows from |s − 2| = O() that

1−

4
3
+ 3 = O().
s s

(3.61)

Further,

kI − Ṽ † Ṽ k = |V † V − Ṽ † Ṽ k ≤ k(V † − Ṽ † )V k + kṼ † (V − Ṽ )k.

Since kV − Ṽ k = O(), the triangle inequality implies that

kI − Ṽ † Ṽ k = O().

(3.62)

Again using the triangle inequality with Eqs (3.61) and (3.62), we obtain

kP AP − |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Ṽ k = O(),

(3.63)

kP AP − |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ V k = O().

(3.64)

and therefore
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The above implies

kP A |0̄i|ψi − |0̄i (V |ψi)k = O().

(3.65)

The last step is to get rid of the projector P , as otherwise we would have to project
onto the state |0̄i of the ancilla. Note that

kP A |0̄i|ψi k ≥ k |0̄i (V |ψi)k − kP A |0̄i|ψi − |0̄i (V |ψ)i k
≥ 1 − c,

(3.66)

for some constant c > 0, where the last step follows from (3.65) and the fact that V
is unitary. Since A is also unitary, we get k(I − P )A |0̄i|ψi k = O() and hence,

kA |0̄i|ψi − |0̄i (V |ψi)k = O().

(3.67)

The above lemma provides an algorithm to apply an LCU which is -close to
a unitary, provided that the 1-norm of coefficients in the linear combination is approximately 2. In general, the LCU we arrive at through function approximations
will have coefficients that do not sum to 2. For instance, suppose we have an LCU,
P
P
0
0
X = j aj Uj , where
j aj − s ≤  for some constant s 6= 2 (the constant s will be
known to us from the series approximation we use to build the LCU). We can scale
the coefficients by s, and then add/subtract terms proportional to the identity so that
P
the coefficients sum to 2, i.e., we will have a new LCU X 0 = j (aj /s)Uj +1/2I−1/2I.
Robust OAA can also be generalized to more number of steps. A t-step robust
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OAA uses the unitary (W RW † R)t W with W as in Lemma 10. A proof of t-step
robust OAA can be found in [BN16]. We will prove and use a two-step version in
Chapter 5 for implementing reflection operators.

3.8

LCU algorithms for Hamiltonian simulation

The LCU framework enables the design of digital Hamiltonian simulation algorithms
that are much more efficient compared to algorithms based on phase estimation. In
particular, this leads to an exponentially improved dependence on precision. We will
restrict the discussion to two specific algorithms; these are subsequently used in the
algorithms of later chapters. Other LCU based algorithms for Hamiltonian simulation are similar in most aspects but may differ in details, giving e.g., complexities
that are slightly different, or reducing space requirements.

3.8.1

Taylor series algorithm

The first Hamiltonian simulation algorithm we discuss was given by Berry et al. [BCC+ 15]
and also uses the LCU framework, and involves approximating the unitary time evolution with a truncated Taylor series. The access model is assumed to be that
discussed in 3.4.2, where the Hamiltonian is given as

H=

L
X

αl Hl ,

(3.68)

l=1

where each Hl is unitary and αl > 0. We build our algorithm using the unitary
P
QS = l |lihl| ⊗ Hl , defined in Section 3.4.2. The general idea behind the algorithm
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is to expand e−iHt as a Taylor series in t and truncate it at a suitable order; the
individual terms in the expansion turn out to be unitary operations, fitting the LCU
framework.
Approximating e−iHt with a Taylor series for arbitrarily large times would lead
to large errors. It would also cause the sums of coefficients in the LCU to be large,
leading to difficulties in using oblivious amplitude amplification. We therefore break
the evolution into smaller segments, e−iH(t/r) , with r total segments. We approximate
the evolution within each segment as

k
K
X
1 −iHt
Vr =
,
k!
r
k=0

(3.69)

for some sufficiently large K. Expanding H into its individual terms gives,
L
K
X
X
(−it/r)k
αl1 · · · αlk Hl1 · · · Hlk .
Vr =
k!
k=0 l ,...l =1
1

(3.70)

k

This is a linear combination of unitaries viz.,

P

j

aj Uj where each Uj is of the form

(−i)k Hl1 · · · Hlk for some value of the indices k and l1 , . . . lk . The ambiguous sign
of (−i)k is absorbed into the unitary Uj to ensure that the coefficients in the LCU
are positive. We will also need to have the coefficients sum to almost 2 in order
to apply oblivious amplitude amplification. Then we can apply the LCU lemma
along with oblivious amplitude amplification to implement the linear combination
of (3.70). This gives us a simulation for one segment, i.e., it gives a unitary A such
that

A |0̄i|ψi − |0̄i (e−iHt/r |ψi) ≤ δ,

(3.71)
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for some chosen precision goal δ. The total evolution can be simulated by repeating
this for each segment, leading to a total error O(rδ). We state below as a theorem
the complexity of the resulting algorithm in terms of precision  and a scaled time
parameter T given by,

T = (α1 + · · · + αL ) t,

(3.72)

where we assume that t > 0 without any loss of generality.
Theorem 3. Given a H =

PL

l=1

αl Hl where each Hl is unitary and has gate cost

CH , there exist an algorithm to simulation time evolution with H for time t > 0
within error  > 0 that has gate complexity


L(CH + log L) log(T /)
O T
log log(T /)

(3.73)

and requires

O

log L log(T /)
log log(T /)


(3.74)

ancilla qubits.

Proof. We will sketch a proof of this result. We aim for overall accuracy  in the
simulation, which means that each of the r segments must have error less than /r.
This is ensured by choosing

K=O

log(r/)
log log(r/)


.

(3.75)
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The coefficients in the LCU are

ck,l1 ,...,lk =

(t/r)k
αl1 · · · αlk ,
k!

(3.76)

which sum to
K X
X
(t/r)k
αl 1 · · · αl k
k!
k=0 l1 ,...,lk

k
K
X
1 (α1 + · · · + αL )t
=
k!
r
k=0
K
X
1
(T /r)k .
=
k!
k=0

(3.77)

If we choose r such that T /r = ln 2, the RHS of (3.77) gives,
K
X
1 k
s :=
2 .
k!
k=0

(3.78)

From our choice of K in (3.75), it follows that |s − 2| ≤ /r, which fits the framework
of robust OAA. It may happen that T is not a multiple of ln 2, in which case we take
r = dT / ln 2e. Then s < 2, and we will need to add and subtract terms proportional
to the identity in the LCU (c.f. discussion following Lemma 10).
In order to implement the linear combination of (3.70), we have to build the
following two operations:


USelect : |ki|l1 i . . . |lk i|ψi → |ki|l1 i . . . |lk i (−i)k Hl1 · · · Hlk |ψi ,

(3.79)
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and
K

UPrep

L

1 X X
: |0̄i → √
K k=0 l1 ,...lk =1

r

(t/r)k
αl1 · · · αlk |ki |l1 i · · · |lk i ,
k!

(3.80)

where K is a normalization factor. Let us first consider USelect . It is convenient
to use a specific encoding for the first register — the states |ki are represented by
K qubits as |ki = |1i⊗k |0i⊗(K−k) . Let bj denote the state of the j-th qubit in this
register. The other registers will encode l1 , . . . , lK in binary. The total number of
ancillary qubits is thus O(K log L), i.e.,


log L log(T /)
log log(T /)


.

(3.81)

With this encoding, USelect can be applied as a sequence of operations that map
the states |bj i|lj i |ψi to |bj i|lj i (−iHlj )bj |ψi for each j. Each such operation requires
at most K uses of QS , from which it follows that USelect can be implemented with
overall O(KL) uses of QS . Expressing K in terms of T and , the number of uses of
QS for each segment is

O

L log(T /)
log log(T /)


.

(3.82)

The unitary QS also requires O(CH + log L) gates for applying Hl operations controlled on the ancilla, leading to an overall gate complexity for USelect which is

O

L log L log(T /)
log log(T /)


.

(3.83)

The other operation UPrep is independent of QS . The first step in UPrep is to prepare a
P p
normalized version of the state K
(t/r)k /k! |1i⊗k |0i⊗(K−k) . This can be done by
k=0
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a rotation on the first qubit, followed by controlled rotations between k-th and (k−1)th qubits for all k ≥ 2; overall this requires O(K) controlled rotations, i.e., O(K)
P
two-qubit gates. The next step is to prepare states proportional to L−1
lj =0 αlj |lj i for
each j, for which we need O(KL) 2-qubit gates. The total number of two-qubit gates
required for UPrep is therefore

O

L log(T /)
log log(T /)


.

(3.84)

The dominant cost is therefore that of implementing USelect . The total gate complexity for the entire simulation can be obtained by multiplying (3.83) by the number
of segments, r = Θ(T ). The ancilla qubits can be refreshed after each segment and
therefore the total ancilla cost is the same as that in (3.81).

3.8.2

Linear combination of quantum walks algorithm

The second simulation algorithm we look at is essentially based on the idea we used to
motivate the entire LCU approach: that of approximating the exponential function
e−ixt by a sum of Chebyshev polynomials and thereby the time evolution e−iHt as a
linear combination of quantum walks. The full implementation was worked out by
Berry et al. in 2015 [BCK15] for sparse Hamiltonians, which is primarily what we
review here. However, the approach works equally well for a Hamiltonian presented
as a sum of unitaries by using the generalized quantum walk. Subsequent work has
improved the query complexity of this approach, almost matching the known lower
bound for sparse Hamiltonian simulation [BN16].
The starting point for building an LCU approximation using quantum walks is
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the following identity known as the Jacobi-Anger expansion,

iz cos φ

e

=

∞
X

ik Jk (z)eikφ ,

(3.85)

k=−∞

where Jk (z) denotes the k-th Bessel function of the first kind. Note that changing
φ → −φ leaves the RHS unchanged. From Lemma 1, we know that the quantum
walk-step WU has eigenvalues µ± = e±i arccos(λ̃) , with λ̃ = λ/dΛ, where λ is an
eigenvalue of a d-sparse Hamiltonian whose elements have absolute value at most Λ.
Identifying λ̃ with cos φ in (3.85) gives,

iz λ̃

e

=

∞
X

ik Jk (z)(µ± )k .

(3.86)

k=−∞

The LHS can also be rewritten as exp(−iλ(z/dΛ)), i.e., it is analogous to a simulation
for time −z/dΛ. This therefore directly leads to an expression for the time evolution
with a Hamiltonian as a linear combination of different steps of the quantum walk
unitary WU .
We will truncate this series to a finite order K in order to implement it on
a quantum computer. Also, again we require that the sum of the coefficients in
the LCU be almost 2, to fit the framework of one-step OAA. To achieve this, the
algorithm uses a series with rescaled coefficients as follows:

ak = PK

Jk (z)

k=−K

Jk (z)

,

(3.87)
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which gives an LCU

SK =

K
X

ak (iWU )k ,

(3.88)

k=−K

whose coefficients sum to 1. Thus we can add/subtract terms proportional to the
identity as earlier and have a linear combination that fits the framework of OAA
The truncation order K determines the error in the approximation. As the Bessel
functions decay exponentially, it is sufficient to choose K that is O(log(1/)) for a
chosen precision  of approximation. This leads to an exponential improvement over
the phase estimation based simulation algorithm. In [BCK15], Berry et al.. proved
the following error bound.
Lemma 11. [BCK15] With ak as defined in Eq. (3.87) and |z| ≤ K, the series SK
satisfies

kSK − S∞ k = O

kHk (|z|/2)k+1
Λd
k!


.

(3.89)

We leave out the technical proof of this Lemma and refer the reader to [BCK15]
for more details. An implication of the Lemma is that z cannot be chosen to be
very large. Therefore, to simulate evolution for a time t, we divide the time into
smaller segments. The evolution within each segment is implemented via the LCU
Lemma and oblivious amplitude amplification. The size of each segment is chosen to
be 1/(2dΛ) which ensures that z = −1/2 (we need negative z to simulate for positive
time). The total cost of the simulation is then the cost of simulating each segment
multiplied by the number of such segments, which is Θ(tdΛ).
Note that the quantum walk is an operation on a larger Hilbert space, with
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isometry T defined in Eq. (3.6) providing the mapping between the original space
and the enlarged walk space. Therefore, the algorithm proceeds by first applying the
isometry T , which takes us to the walk space; then we apply a sequence of segmented
evolutions as discussed; then T † takes us back to the original Hilbert space.
We state the cost of the algorithm in terms of the number of queries to the sparse
matrix oracles QF and QH , and the number of ancilla qubits.
Theorem 4. A d-sparse Hamiltonian H acting on a D-dimensional Hilbert space
can be simulated for time t > 0 within error  with


log(tkHk/)
O dkHkmax t
log log(tkHk/)

(3.90)

O (log D + log log(tkHk/))

(3.91)

queries and

ancilla qubits.

Proof. We will only sketch a proof of the above result by highlighting the main
arguments. Firstly, it follows from Lemma 11 that the error in each segment is less
than δ if we choose

K=O

log(kHk/dΛδ)
log log(kHk/dΛδ)


.

(3.92)

The error per segment can be at most the total error  divided by the number of
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segments given by

δ = Θ(/(tdΛ)),

(3.93)

and hence

K=O

log(kHkt/)
log log(kHkt/)


.

(3.94)

As with the Taylor series algorithm of Section 3.8.1, we will need to implement the
following two operations:

USelect =

K
X

|kihk| ⊗ (iWU )k ,

(3.95)

k=−K

and

UPrep : |0̄i →

K
X
√

ak |ki .

(3.96)

k=−K

From Lemma 7, the complexity of USelect is K times the cost of implementing
WU . Since each walk-step requires O(1) queries to the oracles QF and QH , the query
complexity of each segment is simply O(K). Since UPrep does not require any queries,
the overall query complexity is K times the number of segments, i.e., tdΛ. We can
substitute Λ with kHkmax (assuming that we know the latter) to obtain the stated
query complexity.
In order to analyze the number of ancilla qubits, note that implementing a quantum walk for sparse matrices requires duplicating the Hilbert space, i.e., O(log D)
ancilla qubits. In addition, implementing the LCU requires an ancilla register with
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O(log K) qubits.

3.9

Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed quantum algorithms for simulating Hamiltonian evolution. We started off by describing how to represent Hamiltonians on a quantum computer — specifically we studied the sparse and sum-of-unitaries access models. Then
we discussed how we can use these access models to build quantum circuits for primitives such as a quantum walk. Next we introduced the LCU framework and oblivious amplitude amplification. Finally, we described two quantum algorithms that use
these tools to simulate Hamiltonian evolution. These Hamiltonian simulation algorithms have complexities that scale logarithmically in the precision of the simulation,
an exponential improvement over earlier algorithms based on Trotter-Suzuki formulas. Even though we restricted our discussion to time-independent Hamiltonian, the
results can be extended to time-dependent Hamiltonians as well [BCC+ 15, KSB19].
This chapter also served a dual purpose in that the tools and techniques that we
introduced here will be used in subsequent chapters. We will show how techniques
such as the LCU framework can be used to improve quantum algorithms for other
aspects of physics simulations.
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Chapter 4
Simulating Equilibrium Physics

4.1

Introduction

An important problem in physics is that of studying equilibrium properties of quantum systems. In thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, we consider systems
interacting with an outside environment that attain an equilibrium state by exchanging energy and/or particles with an environment. The Gibbs ensemble or the
Gibbs state is a fundamental entity in equilibrium physics; it describes the equilibrium state of a closed system (i.e., with fixed number of particles) able to interact
thermally with its environment. Sampling from the thermal or Gibbs distribution
at a certain temperature allows us to compute quantities like the partition function,
energy, or entropy of the system, and understand its physical properties in thermal
equilibrium [Hua63]. In addition, sampling from the Gibbs distribution has applications in many other scientific areas including optimization [Aga95], semidefinite
programming [BS17], and machine learning [BWP+ 17].
In a classical setting, the problem of sampling from the Gibbs state is commonly
addressed using Monte Carlo techniques [NB98], such as the well-known MetropolisHastings algorithm [MRR+ 53, Has70]. Each step in a Monte-Carlo simulation corresponds to applying a particular probability rule that determines a Markov chain and
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an associated stochastic matrix. In the case of sampling from Gibbs distributions, for
example, the fixed point of the Markov chain (i.e., the eigenvector of the stochastic
matrix with eigenvalue 1) corresponds to the desired distribution. Such a distribution
can then be prepared by repeated applications of the probability rule. The running
time of a Monte-Carlo simulation is given by the number of times the probability
rule is applied to prepare the desired distribution (within some given precision). It
turns out that the running time depends on a quantity known as the mixing time of
the Markov chain. The latter depends on properties such as the spectral gap of the
stochastic matrix [LPW06]. Monte-Carlo methods can be used also to sample from
thermal states of quantum systems by using a quantum to classical map [And07].
However, such quantum Monte-Carlo techniques often run into the infamous sign
problem leading to exponential growth of error, e.g., in fermionic systems.
In recent years, a number of works have investigated quantum algorithms for
improving classical Monte-Carlo methods (c.f., [SBO07, SBBK08, WA08, Mon15]).
These provide polynomial speed-ups in terms of parameters such the spectral gap.
Others have proposed quantum versions of the Metropolis algorithm
[TOV+ 11, YAG12] that avoid the sign problem; their running times are also related
to the mixing times of Markov chains. Computing the spectral gap of a stochastic
matrix is a difficult problem however. Consequently, we are unable to determine how
the running times of Monte-Carlo methods scale with parameters such as system size.
Barring a few exceptions [CH16], we lack rigorous bounds on the convergence of these
algorithms and their quantum counterparts.
We focus here on a quantum algorithm for sampling from Gibbs states for which
rigorous bounds on the running time can be proven and which does not rely on simulating stochastic processes. Such algorithms have been considered in [PW09b, CW10,
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BB10]; their running times can be explicitly bounded in terms of parameters such as
system size and temperature, and provide polynomial speed-ups in the same. One
such algorithm was provided by Poulin and Wocjan [PW09b] which has a running
q 
Dβ
time Õ
, where D is the Hilbert space dimension, β is the inverse temperaZ 
ture, Z is the partition function of the quantum system, and  is the desired precision
of the output state. The Õ notation hides polylogarithmic factors in these quantities
and 1/. The algorithms in [PW09b] and also [CW10] use Hamiltonian simulation
and quantum phase estimation to effectively implement an operator e−βH/2 , where
H is the Hamiltonian of the system.
We present an algorithm for Gibbs state preparation that runs in time
p
Õ( Dβ/Z log(1/)). This is a quadratic improvement in β and an exponential
improvement in 1/ with respect to the algorithm by Poulin and Wocjan. In fact, the
main difference between our quantum algorithm and that of [PW09b, CW10] is in the
implementation of the operator e−βH/2 . Instead of using quantum phase estimation
we use the LCU framework of Section 3.7 to apply e−βH/2 as a linear combination of
unitary operations and then apply results of spectral gap amplification in [SB13] to
implement each such unitary. The same idea can be used to improve the running time
of the algorithm presented in [BB10]. A similar method for Gibbs state preparation
was later considered in [vAGGdW17] but did not use of spectral gap amplification.
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Problem statement

We consider an arbitrary finite-dimensional quantum system modeled by a Hamiltonian H that satisfies

H |λj i = λj |λj i .

(4.1)

The λj are the energy eigenvalues and |λj i are the eigenstates, j = 0, 1, . . . D − 1,
and D is the dimension of the Hilbert space. We assume that H describes a system
of n qubits and D = 2n [OGKL01, SOG+ 02]. We assume that we have an access
model for H as discussed in Section 3.4.2, i.e.,
L

1X
H=
αl Ul ,
2 l=1
where the coefficients satisfy αl > 0, and Ul are unitaries. The factor of

(4.2)

1
2

is needed

for technical reasons. In this chapter we will make a further assumption that the
Ul have eigenvalues ±1. Many qubit Hamiltonians can be represented in this way,
where the Ul correspond, for example, to Pauli operators.
The thermal Gibbs state of a quantum system H at inverse temperature β ≥ 0
is the density matrix

ρ=

where Z = Tr[e−βH ] =

P

j

1 −βH
e
,
Z

(4.3)

e−βλj is the partition function. Then, the probability

of encountering the system in the quantum state |λj i, after measurement, is pj =
e−βλj /Z.
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Given a precision parameter  > 0, a quantum algorithm to sample from the
Gibbs distribution pj can be obtained from a unitary V̄ that satisfies


Tra V̄ (|0̄ih0̄|s ⊗ |0̄ih0̄|a ) V̄ † = ρ̂

(4.4)

1
kρ̂ − ρk1 ≤  .
2

(4.5)

and

The label s denotes the system subspace on which we want to prepare the Gibbs
state. We also use the label a for an ancillary qubit system that will be discarded
at the end of the computation. The dimension of a depends on the algorithm. The
requirement on the trace distance in Eq. (4.5) implies that no measurement can
distinguish between ρ and ρ̂ with probability greater than  [Hel69], given a single
copy of the distribution.

4.3

Techniques

Our algorithm for preparing Gibbs states utilizes the framework of linear combination
of unitary operators discussed in Section 3.7 along with techniques developed in the
context of spectral gap amplification [SB13]. The general idea of the algorithm is as
follows. We begin with a maximally entangled state
N −1
1 X
√
|χj i χ∗j
D j=0

(4.6)
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where the states |χj i could be any set of orthonormal basis vectors. This state has
the same form if we express it using the energy eigenstates |λj i, j ∈ 0, D − 1. We
seek to apply an exponential operator e−βH/2 to one subsystem, which would give a
state of the form
r

N −1
1 X −βλj /2
e
|λj i λ∗j .
Z j=0

(4.7)

Tracing out one subsystem then gives us the Gibbs state. The complexity of the
algorithm depends, among other things, on how the operator e−βH/2 is implemented.
Previous work used quantum phase estimation to determine the eigenvalues λj , and
then used controlled rotations to rotate an additional qubit through an amount
proportional to the Boltzmann weight e−βλj /2. Our use of the LCU framework
provides an implementation of e−βH/2 that is significantly more efficient.

4.3.1

Imaginary time evolution as LCU

We seek a quantum circuit to implement an operator proportional to an imaginary
time evolution e−βH/2 . To find a decomposition as a linear combination of unitaries,
we invoke the so-called Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [Hub59]:
r
e

−βH/2

=

1
2π

Z

∞

dy e−y

2 /2

e−iy

√

βH

.

(4.8)

−∞

We assume that H is positive semidefinite. Then, the above corresponds to a linear
combination of unitary operators, where each unitary is a time evolution with the
√
operator H. However, we do not have a method to simulate the evolution with
√
H. Nevertheless, in Section 4.3.2 we will show that we can evolve with H̃, which
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satisfies

(H̃)2 |φi ⊗ |0ia1 = (H |φi) ⊗ |0ia1 .

(4.9)

Thus, H̃ can be thought of as the square root of H.
Then,
2

(e−βH/2 |φi) ⊗ |0ia1 = e−β H̃ /2 |φi ⊗ |0ia1
!
r Z ∞
√
1
2
=
dy e−y /2 e−iy β H̃ |φi |0ia1 ,
2π −∞

(4.10)

for any state |φi. Note that the ancilla a1 remains in the state |0ia1 and will be
discarded at the end of the computation. Equation (4.10) implies that the operator
e−βH/2 can be efficiently implemented by a linear combination of evolutions under
H̃. Because y ∈ (−∞, ∞), we will need to find an approximation by a finite, discrete
sum of operators e−iyj

√

β H̃

. We obtain:

Lemma 12. Let
r
0

X =

J
√
1 X
2
δy e−yj /2 e−iyj β H̃ ,
2π j=−J

(4.11)

p
p
where yj = jδy, for some J = Θ( kHkβ log(1/0 )) and δy = Θ(1/ kHkβ log(1/0 )).
Then, if kHkβ ≥ 4 and log(1/0 ) ≥ 4,

k(e−βH/2 |φi) ⊗ |0ia1 − X 0 |φi |0ia1 k ≤ 0 /2 ,
for all states |φi.

(4.12)
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Proof. To prove the Lemma, it suffices to act with X 0 on the eigenstates of H̃ and use
Lemma 15 in Appendix B. We can use the bounds in Lemma 15 if we assume that
x̃ denotes the corresponding eigenvalue of H̃. In particular, we have x̃ ≤ a = kH̃k.
p
√
Then, if kH̃k β ≥ 2 and log(1/0 ) ≥ 2, it suffices to choose

δy = Θ

1
kH̃k

!
(4.13)

p
β log(1/0 )

and

J=


p 
yJ
= Θ log(1/0 )kH̃k β .
δy

(4.14)

p
The result follows from noticing that kH̃k = O( kHk) and that X 0 then approx2 /2

imates e−β(H̃)
2 /2

e−β(H̃)

. Since we act on initial states of the form |φi |0ia1 , the action of

is the same as that of e−βH/2 on these states.

In general, we cannot implement the unitaries e−iyj

√

β H̃

exactly but we can do so

up to an approximation error. We obtain:
Corollary 2. Let log(1/0 ) ≥ 4, kHkβ ≥ 4, and Uj be a unitary that satisfies
kUj − e−iyj

√

β H̃

k ≤ 0 /4

(4.15)

for all j = −J, −J + 1, . . . , J. Let
r
X=

J
1 X
2
δy e−yj /2 Uj .
2π j=−J

(4.16)
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Then,


k(e−βH/2 |φi) ⊗ |0ia1 − X |φi ⊗ |0ia1 k ≤ 0 .

(4.17)

Proof. The coefficients in the decomposition of X 0 in Lemma 12 satisfy
r

J
1 X
2
δy e−yj /2 − 1 ≤ 0 /2 ≤ 1/4 ,
2π j=−J

(4.18)

J
1 X
2
δy e−yj /2 ≤ 5/4 .
2π j=−J

(4.19)

and thus
r

This follows from Eq. (4.12) for the case of H = H̃ = 0. The triangle inequality and
Eq. (4.15) imply

kX − X 0 k ≤ (5/16)0 ,

(4.20)

and together with Eq. (4.12) we obtain the desired result.

The quantum algorithm for preparing Gibbs states will aim at preparing a normalized version of X |φ0 i, for a suitable initial state |φ0 i, using the LCU framework
discussed in Section 3.7.
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Gap amplified Hamiltonian

Suppose that H can be decomposed as

H=

L
X

hl ,

(4.21)

l=1

where each hl ≥ 0 is a semidefinite positive Hermitian operator. In some cases, the
assumption on hl can be satisfied after a simple rescaling of H depending on its
specification.
The results in [SB13] use the Hamiltonian
L p
X

H̃ =
hl ⊗ |lih0|a1 + |0ihl|a1 ,

(4.22)

l=1

where a1 refers to an ancillary register of O(log(L)) qubits. The important property
√
is that H̃ satisfies Eq. (4.9), i.e., it acts like H when restricted to a particular
subspace.
Our algorithms will require evolving with H̃ for arbitrary time:


Definition 3. Let ŨH (t) := exp −iH̃t be the evolution operator of H̃ for time t,
and  > 0 a precision parameter. We define UH (t) as a quantum circuit that satisfies
k |0̄i ŨH (t) |ψi − UH (t) |0̄i|ψi k ≤ . The number of two-qubit gates to implement
UH (t) (i.e., the gate complexity) is CU (t, ).
When H is a physical Hamiltonian described by local operators, H̃ may be efficiently obtained with some classical preprocessing. To obtain CU (t, ) in some
instances, we use the algorithms discussed in Section 3.8 which have scaling polylogarithmic in 1/. When H is presented as in Eq. (4.2), we can obtain an efficient
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algorithm for evolving with H̃. We may also consider the following equivalent presentation for H:

H=

L
X

αl Πl ,

(4.23)

l=1

where the operators Πl are projectors (i.e., (Πl )2 = Πl ). We note that Eq. (4.2)
can be reduced to Eq. (4.23) by a simple rescaling in which Πl = (Ul + Is )/2 and
disregarding the factor proportional to the D × D identity operator Is . As discussed
in Section 3.4.2, we assume that there is a mechanism available to simulate Πl or Ul ;
that is, we assume access to a unitary

QS = −
=

L
X

eiπΠl ⊗ |lihl|a2

l=1
L
X

Ul ⊗ |lihl|a2 ,

(4.24)

l=1

where a2 is also an ancillary register of O(log(L)) qubits. The gate complexity of each
Hl is CH , which depends on the problem, and the gate complexity of the conditional
QS operation is O(CH log(L)).
Once the Hamiltonian H has been reduced to the form of Eq. (4.23), we obtain

H̃ =

L
X
√


αl Πl ⊗ |lih0|a1 + |0ihl|a1 .

(4.25)

l=1

To be able to use the results in Section 3.8.1 for simulating H̃ in this case, we note
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that

|lih0|a1 + |0ihl|a1 =

i h −i(π/2)(|lih0|a +|0ihl|a )
1
1 −
e
2
i
−ei(π/2)(|lih0|a1 +|0ihl|a1 ) .

(4.26)

This provides a decomposition of H̃ as a linear combination of L̃ = O(L) unitary
operations Ũl ; that is,

H̃ =

L̃
X

α̃l Ũl ,

(4.27)

l=1

and α̃l > 0. The unitaries in the right hand side of Eq. (4.26) can be implemented
with O(log(L)) two-qubit gates using standard techniques. The algorithm in Section 3.8.1 assumes the ability to implement the unitary

Q̃S =

L̃
X

Ũl ⊗ |lihl|a2 .

(4.28)

l=1

Since the unitaries Ũl are directly related to the Ul , Q̃S can be simulated with O(1)
uses of QS and additional two-qubit gates that do not contribute significantly to the
final gate complexity.
The complexity of the method in Section 3.8.1 is determined by the number of
uses of Q̃S to implement an approximation of ŨH (t). The gate complexity stated in
Section 3.8.1 is the number of additional two-qubit gates required. Then, the results
in Section 3.8.1 provide a Hamiltonian simulation method UH (t) to approximate
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ŨH (t) for this case, within precision , of query complexity

O (τ log(τ /)/ log log(τ /)) .

Here, τ = |t|

P

l

α̃l and thus τ = O(|t|

P √
l

(4.29)

αl ). The additional gate complexity of

UH (t) obtained in [BCC+ 15] for this case is

O (Lτ log(τ /)/ log log(τ /)) .

(4.30)

These results also imply that the overall gate complexity of UH (t) is


log(τ /)
.
CU (t, ) = O (CH log L + L)τ
log log(τ /)

4.4

(4.31)

Main result

Theorem 5. There exists a quantum algorithm that prepares an approximation of
the Gibbs state. The quantum algorithm implements a unitary V̄ of gate complexity
r
O

!
D
0
(CU (t,  ) + n + log(J)) ,
Z

(4.32)

p
p
p
with t = O( β log(1/0 )), 0 = O( Z/D), and J = O( kHkβ log(1/0 )).

When H is presented as in Eq. (4.2), we can replace CU (t, 0 ) by Eq. (4.31) if we
use the best-known Hamiltonian simulation algorithm. In cases of interest, such as
qubit systems given by Hamiltonians that are linear combinations of Pauli operators,
we have αl = O(1), CH = O(n) = O(log(D)), and L = O(n) = O(log(D)). In this
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case, the overall gate complexity is
r
O

Dβ
polylog
Z

r

Dβ 1
Z 

!!
.

(4.33)

The important result is that the complexity of our algorithm is polylogarithmic in
1/ and also improves significantly upon the complexity in β with respect to the
methods in [PW09b, CW10].

4.4.1

Algorithm

p
We set 0 = O( Z/D). Our quantum circuit V̄ is defined in two basic steps. The
first step regards the preparation of the state
N −1
1 X
|φ0 i = √
|λj i ⊗ λ∗j
D j=0

a4

⊗ |0ia1 ,a2 ,a3 ,

(4.34)

which is maximally entangled in the first two register, and we used an additional
ancillary system a4 of n qubits. a1 , a2 , a3 , and a4 build the ancillary register a of
Eq. (4.4). Note that |φ0 i coincides with the state
N −1
1 X
|σi ⊗ |σia4 ⊗ |0ia1 ,a2 ,a3 ,
|φ0 i = √
D σ=0

(4.35)

where |σi is a n-qubit state in the computational basis, i.e., |σi = |0 . . . 0i , |0 . . . 1i , . . ..
The second step regards the preparation of a normalized version of X |φ0 i. This
step uses the framework for implementing linear combinations of unitary operations
described in Section 3.7, specifically Lemma 6, which requires amplitude amplification. The operator X is defined in Eq. (4.16) and requires a Hamiltonian simulation
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method for implementing the operation Uj defined in Eq.(4.15).

4.4.2

Validity and complexity

As described, our quantum algorithm prepares the normalized state
X |φ0 i
,
kX |φ0 i k

(4.36)

with constant probability, where X is defined in Eq. (4.16). We also note that

ke−βH/2 |φ0 i k =

p
Z/D

(4.37)

and Eq. (4.17) implies

kX |φ0 i k −

p
p
Z/D = O( Z/D)

(4.38)

for our choice of 0 in Section 4.4.1. Then, the prepared state satisfies
X |φ0 i
e−βH/2 |φ0 i
− −βH/2
≤ /2 .
kX |φ0 i k ke
|φ0 i k

(4.39)

We note that

e−βH/2 |φ0 i =
N −1
1 X −βλj /2
e
|λj i ⊗ λ∗j
=√
N j=0

a4

⊗ |0ia1 ,a2 ,a3 .

(4.40)

If we disregard the entire ancillary system comprising the registers labeled a1 , a2 , a3
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and a4 , this is the Gibbs state. The probability of obtaining |λj i, after measurement,
is proportional to e−βλj . Then, the property of the trace norm being non-increasing
under quantum operations and Eq. (4.39) imply
1
kρ̂ − ρk1 ≤  ,
2

(4.41)

where

ρ̂ = Tra

X |φ0 ihφ0 | X †
kX |φ0 i k2


;

(4.42)

see Eq. (4.4). That is, ρ̂ is the state prepared by our algorithm after tracing out the
ancillary register a.
The number of amplitude amplification steps is O(1/kX |φ0 i k) and Eq. (4.37)
p
implies that this number is also O( D/Z). The gate complexity of each step is the
gate complexity of preparing |φ0 i in addition to the gate complexity of implementing
X. The former is O(n) as |φ0 i takes the simple form of Eq. (4.35) and can be prepared
with O(n) controlled operations. X is implemented in three stages as described in
Section 3.7. The first stage requires the unitary UPrep , which prepares a quantum
2

state with amplitudes proportional to e−yj /4 . Then, the gate complexity of UPrep is
O(log(J)) in this case if we use one of the methods developed in [KW08, Som16].
The second stage regards the implementation of USelect which is the unitary that
implements Uj conditional on the state |jia3 . Since Uj corresponds to a Hamiltonian
simulation algorithm that approximates evolutions with H̃, the gate complexity of
X is dominated by the largest gate complexity of Uj . Specifically, Uj approximates
p
e−iH̃t within precision 0 and for maximum t = O( β log(1/0 )). Then the gate
complexity of X is order CU (t, 0 ).
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The overall gate complexity is then
r
O

!
D
(CU (t, 0 ) + n + log(J)) ,
Z

(4.43)

p
p
with t = O( β log(1/0 )) and 0 = O( Z/D). This proves Theorem 5.

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed a quantum algorithm that can be used to compute
equilibrium properties of quantum physical systems by sampling from the thermal
or Gibbs state. We showed that, starting from a maximally entangled state, we can
prepare a state that is -close (in trace distance) to a thermal Gibbs state for a wide
class of Hamiltonians using resources that scale polylogarithmic in 1/. This is an exponential improvement over previously known algorithms that used quantum phase
estimation and have complexity that depends polynomially in 1/ [PW09b, CW10].
Our algorithm circumvents the limitations of quantum phase estimation by approximating the exponential operator as a finite linear combination of unitary operations
and using the tools of 3.7 to implement it. We also used techniques developed in the
context of spectral gap amplification [SB13] to improve the complexity dependence
√
on the inverse temperature, from almost linear in β to almost linear in β.
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Chapter 5
Preparing Eigenstates via
Reflections

5.1

Introduction

Simulation of physical systems requires methods for preparing interesting quantum
states such as eigenstates of Hamiltonians, relevant for investigating the properties of a many-body system in its ground state, or study how the state evolves in
the presence of added perturbations. One method of preparing desirable states on
a quantum computer is to use the technique of amplitude amplification which we
studied in Section 2.5. Starting from a state that is easy to prepare, e.g., a uniform superposition, amplitude amplification can produce a target state |ψ0 i by using
successive reflections about |ψ0 i. The number of reflections required in this scheme
would depend on the overlap of the target state with the initial state. For instance,
√
Grover’s quantum search algorithm requires O( D) reflections to obtain a unique
marked state starting from the uniform superposition. In certain problems we may
be able to exploit additional information and use fewer reflections, e.g., by starting
from an initial state that has a larger overlap with the target.
The problem of state preparation is thus related to that of performing a reflection.
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In this chapter, we will focus on algorithms for implementing reflections about eigenstates of unitary operators and Hamiltonians. The latter is relevant for preparing
energy eigenstates of complex many-body quantum Hamiltonians [PW09a]. Reflections about eigenstates of unitary operators are also used in many quantum algorithms viz. eigenpath traversal [BKS10] and quantum speed-ups of random walks
and Markov chains [MNRS07, OBD18].
The problem we address in this chapter is then that of reflecting about a quantum
state |ψi which has the property that it is the unique eigenvector of a unitary U of
eigenvalue 1 (eigenphase λ0 = 0), i.e.,
U |ψ0 i = eiλ0 |ψ0 i = |ψ0 i ,

(5.1)

although more complicated cases can be analyzed similarly (e.g., when the degeneracy of the eigenvalue 1 is greater than one or when λ0 6= 0 is known). Here we
assume that there is a procedure to implement a controlled operation U and U † . We
will measure the query complexity of a quantum algorithm, CU , as the number of
times that U and U † , or their controlled versions, have to be invoked to solve the
problem, with sufficiently high probability and precision. The gate complexity, CB ,
will be the number of standard two-qubit gates that are independent of U . If Rψ0 is
the desired reflection, it has to satisfy

Rψ0 |ψ0 i = |ψ0 i ,

(5.2)

Rψ0 |ψ ⊥ i = −|ψ ⊥ i ,

(5.3)

where |ψ ⊥ i is any quantum state that is orthogonal to |ψ0 i, i.e., hψ0 | ψ ⊥ i = 0. We
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are interested in using the (controlled) operations U and U † to implement R̃ψ0 , which
is defined to be a sufficiently good approximation of Rψ0 . The approximation error
is determined by a precision parameter  < 1.
Constructing R̃ψ0 from U and U † is not trivial and may require using additional
information about U . We will then assume that there exists a known phase gap ∆ >
0, such that any other nonzero eigenphase of U satisfies ∆ ≤ λj ≤ 2π−∆, j > 0. This
assumption is also used in Refs. [MNRS07, BKS10]. A standard procedure to build
R̃ψ0 is via the quantum phase estimation (QPE) algorithm described in Section 2.4.
Roughly, the steps to implement the reflection using the phase estimation based
approach are as follows: i) encode the value of the eigenphase in an ancillary n0 -qubit
0

register, ii) perform a reflection over the ancillary state |0̄i = |0i⊗n (representing
λ0 = 0), and iii) implement the inverse of the operation in step i).
Our goal is to significantly improve the number of ancillary qubits required by
the above QPE approach, without increasing the query and gate complexities. To
this end, we will use the framework of linear combination of unitaries along with
oblivious amplitude amplification described in Section 3.7 to implement a reflection. Our main result is a quantum algorithm that implements R̃ψ0 and requires
O(log log(1/) + log(1/∆)) ancillary qubits. This is an improvement with respect
to the QPE approach where the number of ancillary qubits is Θ(log(1/) log(1/∆)).
The gate complexity of our algorithm, in the regime where  is at least exponentially small in 1/∆, is also slightly better than that of the QPE approach. In problems of interest, the phase gap may be exponentially small in the problem size, and
therefore this regime allows for an extremely small lower bound on the precision
parameter. The query complexity of both, the QPE approach and our algorithm, is
CU = O(log(1/)/∆), which we prove to be almost optimal. Our results are then par-
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ticularly useful to reduce the number of ancillary qubits required by various quantum
algorithms in the literature.
We emphasize that our analysis of the gate complexity of the QPE approach
leads to an improvement which is almost quadratic in log(1/∆) over that stated in
Ref. [MNRS07]. This is made possible through use of the approximate quantum
Fourier transform; our analysis may be applicable to other quantum algorithms that
use phase estimation.
The problem of implementing reflection operators was also considered in [Tul16].
There, it was shown that R̃ψ0 can be implemented using O(log(1/∆)) ancillary
qubits and O(log2 (1/)/∆) queries. We consider our results to be an improvement
of Ref. [Tul16] since the -dependence of the number of ancillary qubits in our algorithm is still very small and its query complexity is significantly smaller than that
of Ref. [Tul16]. In addition, our construction emphasizes the power of the LCU
framework for the discovery of practical quantum algorithms.
We obtain similar results for the problem of implementing reflections about eigenstates of Hamiltonians, which is basically the problem when U = e−iH , for some
Hamiltonian H. We analyze the case where we wish to reflect about the ground
state of H. The relevant parameter for the Hamiltonian case is the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited state, i.e., the spectral gap ∆. The
results can be easily extended to the problem of implementing reflections about an
eigenstate of known eigenvalue. To obtain the complexities and number of ancillary
qubits needed in this case, we resort to a recent method for Hamiltonian simulation
discussed in [LC17].
The complexity of preparing ground states of Hamiltonians using reflections and
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amplitude amplification depends critically on the spectral gap. An alternate approach to preparing eigenstates is that of adiabatic state preparation [JLP12], closely
related to adiabatic quantum computation [FGGS00]. There, the idea is to start with
an initial state that is easy to prepare and which is a ground state of a Hamiltonian,
say H0 . Then, we do a time-dependent Hamiltonian evolution, where the initial
Hamiltonian is slowly changed to the final Hamiltonian, H, whose ground state is
what we require. That is, we start in the ground state of H0 and evolve with a Hamiltonian e.g., H(s) = (1 − s)H0 + sH, where s is slowly changed from 0 to 1. Provided
the rate of change is slow enough, the system is guaranteed to be in the ground state
of H(s) with high probability throughout the evolution. Thus the state at the end
of the evolution is, with high probability, the ground state of H. The time required
for preparing ground states by adiabatic evolution is O(1/∆2min ), where ∆min is the
minimal spectral gap of H(s) over all s ∈ [0, 1]. The evolution under H(s) can be
simulated using quantum gates via a variety of techniques [BCC+ 15, KSB19]. Under
reasonable assumptions on H(s), the number of gates may also scale as O(1/∆2min ).
In principle, however, ∆min can be much smaller than ∆, implying that the adiabatic
approach may be less efficient than our approach of using reflections.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we formalize the problem.
In Section 5.3 we discuss the resources needed to perform reflections using the QPE
approach and analyze the case where the approximate quantum Fourier transform is
considered. In Section 5.4 we describe our quantum algorithm (the LCU approach)
based on the Poisson summation formula and the approximation as a LCU. In Section 5.4.1 we discuss the correctness of the LCU approach. In Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3
we provide details of the operations involved in our quantum algorithm and in Section 5.4.4 we analyze the overall resource requirements. In Section 5.5 we extend
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our results to the Hamiltonian case. Finally, we obtain a lower bound on the query
complexity in Section 5.6.

5.2

Problem statement

Let U and Rψ0 be the unitaries of Section 5.1. Our goal is to construct a quantum
algorithm that implements a unitary operation A that approximates a reflection over
a target state |ψ0 i as follows:

kA |0̄i |ξi − |0̄i (Rψ0 |ξi)k ≤  .

(5.4)

Here,  > 0 is a given precision parameter and |ξi ∈ H is any quantum state.
The Hamiltonian version of this problem is defined such that |ψ0 i is an eigenstate
of a Hamiltonian H of zero eigenvalue. We assume kHk ≤ 1. In this case we need a
mechanism U 0 that effectively implements an approximation of U := e−iH so we can
reduce this problem to the one described above. Again, we can extend this to the
case where |ψ0 i has a known eigenvalue λ0 6= 0. We consider the scenario where H
is d-sparse and its matrix elements can be queried using the access model discussed
in Section 3.4.1
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Algorithm based on quantum phase estimation

For completeness, we provide a method to perform approximate reflections on the target state |ψ0 i using quantum phase estimation. This method was used in Refs. [MNRS07,
BKS10, PW09a]. We have described QPE previously in Section 2.4. In Fig. 5.1 we
depict the quantum circuit for phase estimation without the measurements at the
end and represent it by a system-ancilla unitary V . As before, F denotes the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) [Kit95]. The initial Fourier transform is equivalent to
applying Hadamard gates on each qubit as in Fig. 2.2 of Section 2.4. We consider the
case where the input state |ψj i is an eigenstate of U of eigenphase λj . The quantum
state prepared right before the action of F † is (N = 2n )
N −1
1 X 0 in0 λj
√
|n i e
|ψj i .
N n0 =0

(5.5)

The basis states |n0 i are n-qubit states that represent the integer n0 in binary form.
If λj = 0 (i.e., j = 0), the action of F † transforms the state exactly back to |0̄i |ψ0 i =
|0i⊗n |ψ0 i. We let R := 2P − I be the simple reflection operator over the ancilla state
|0̄i and P := |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Is is the projector. The subscript s on the identity operator
implies that it acts on the ‘system’ subspace, i.e., the Hilbert space on which U acts.
We also define the unitary A0PE := V † RV .
The state |0̄i |ψ0 i is invariant if we act with A0PE because R |0̄i |ψ0 i = |0̄i |ψ0 i. The
situation is different if j 6= 0 and λj > 0. It is well-known (c.f., [CEMM98, KOS07])
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Figure 5.1: Phase estimation algorithm without the actual measurements at the end.
The unitary V can be used to construct an approximate reflection over the eigenstate
|ψ0 i of the unitary U .
that if ∆ ≤ λj ≤ 2π − ∆, choosing n = Θ(log(1/∆)) suffices to satisfy

V |0̄i |ψj i =

p
√
p |0̄i |ψj i + 1 − |p||0⊥ i |ψj i .

(5.6)

Here, |ψj i is the eigenvector with j > 0, |0⊥ i is a quantum state that has support
in the subspace of the ancilla orthogonal to |0̄i, and |p| is a constant that satisfies
|p| < 1/16.
Applying A0PE to |0̄i |ψj i approximates then the desired reflection with constant
approximation error. To see this, we note that

h0̄| hψj | A0PE |0̄i |ψj i = −1 + 2|p| .

(5.7)

p
Since A0PE is unitary, Eq. (5.4) follows with  = 2 |p| < 1/2.
To improve the approximation error to O(), it suffices to run q = Θ(log(1/))
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QPEs as in Fig. 5.2. The unitary operation B is composed of q QFTs in parallel
and the operation G is depicted in the figure. The total number of ancillary qubits
is m = nq, i.e.,
  
 
1
1
m = O log
log

∆

(5.8)

and p in Eq. (5.6) is now bounded as, e.g., |p| = O(2 ). We now redefine |0̄i := |0i⊗n
and let R be the reflection about |0̄i. It follows that, for APE = G† RG,

k(APE − I) |0̄i |ψ0 ik = 0 ,
k(APE + I) |0̄i |ψj ik ≤  , j > 0 ,

(5.9)

so that Eq. (5.4) results if we substitute A for APE . Thus, APE effectively implements
the approximate reflection.

The operation R of Fig. 5.2 can be implemented by the circuit shown in Fig. 5.3,
which requires using two-qubit gates that scale linearly with m. The other contribution to the gate complexity of this approach is of order q times the gate complexity of the QFT, which is O(log2 (1/∆)). Nevertheless, it suffices to implement
each QFT with constant precision by leaving out some number of controlled rotations with small angles. This is because, under the approximation, we still satisfy
APE |0i |ψ0 i = |0i |ψ0 i, which is a property that has not been exploited in previous
works. Following Ref. [Cop94], this reduces the gate complexity of each QFT to
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.2: (a) Quantum algorithm to implement the approximate reflection APE
based on repeated uses of the QPE. Here, n = O(log(1/∆)). (b) The controlled Ũ
operation expanded out.
O(log(1/∆) log log(1/∆)). The overall gate complexity is then
  
 
 
1
1
1
CB = O log
log
log log
.

∆
∆

(5.10)

The query complexity is

CU = O

log(1/)
∆


.

(5.11)
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Figure 5.3: Circuit to implement the reflection R used in the QPE approach (up to
an irrelevant phase of −1). The multiply-controlled NOT gate can be decomposed
into a number of two-qubit gates that scales linearly with the number of qubits using
one additional qubit [HLZ+ 17].

5.4

LCU algorithm for reflections

Our idea is to approximate a reflection operator as an LCU. We start with the Poisson
summation formula, which states
∞
X

f (k) =

∞
X
√
fˆ(2πl) .
2π

(5.12)

l=−∞

k=−∞

Here f is a Schwartz function and fˆ is the (unitary) Fourier transform:
1
fˆ(y) = √
2π

Z

∞

dx f (x)e−iyx ,

(5.13)

−∞

y, x ∈ R. In our case, we choose f (x) = e−((λ+2πx)/δz)

2 /2

, for some δz > 0, and

2
2
fˆ(y) = δz e−(yδz) /(8π ) eiyλ/(2π) /(2π) . Then,

∞
X
k=−∞

2 /2

e−((λ+2πk)/δz)

∞
δz X −(lδz)2 /2 ilλ
=√
e
e .
2π l=−∞

(5.14)

When δz  1, the left-hand side of Eq. (5.14) approximates a function that is almost
1 for λ = 0 and almost zero for |λ| ≥ ∆. Then, if we replace eiλ by U , the right-hand
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side of Eq. (5.14) will approximate a projector on the target state |ψ0 i. For the
following corollaries, we define
δz
2
αl := 2 √ e−(lδz) /2 .
2π

(5.15)

Our LCU approximation to the reflection operator is then based on the following
result.
p
Corollary 3. Let 1/5 ≥  > 0 and ∆ > 0. Then, there exist δz = Ω(∆/ log(1/))
and L = O(log(1/)/∆) such that
!
L−1
X
αl l
U − I |ψ0 i = O()
2
l=−L

(5.16)

and, for 0 < ∆ ≤ λj ≤ 2π − ∆ (i.e., j > 0),
L−1
X
αl l
U
2
l=−L

!
|ψj i = O() .

(5.17)

The proof follows simply by replacing eiλ → U in Lemma 17 of Appendix B.2.
0

Without loss of generality, we can choose L = 2m −1 , for some integer m0 ≥ 1.
This will simplify the implementation of certain gates in our quantum algorithm.
Definition 4. The approximate reflection operator for the LCU approach is

R̃ψ0 =

L−1
X

αl U l − I .

(5.18)

l=−L

That is, R̃ψ0 can be written as a polynomial in U and U † , and approximates Rψ0
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since Corollary 3 implies

kRψ0 − R̃ψ0 k = O() .

(5.19)

The important property is that R̃ψ0 is a LCU and also approximates a unitary
transformation. We can then use the results of Section 3.7 to build a quantum
algorithm that implements the reflection as follows. Without loss of generality, we
rewrite

R̃ψ0 =

L+2
X

αl Ūl .

(5.20)

l=−L

For −L ≤ l ≤ L − 1, the coefficients αl are as in Corollary 3 and the unitaries are
Ūl := U l . For l = L we define αL := 1 and ŪL := −I. For L + 1 ≤ l ≤ L + 2 the
coefficients are αl := (1/ sin µ−3)/2 and the unitaries are ŪL+1 := I and ŪL+2 := −I.
The angle is µ = π/10 and the last two terms in the LCU add up to zero. As before,
these terms are needed to fit the framework of oblivious amplitude amplification.
We will assume that there is an operation USelect to implement controlled-Ū
operations as follows:

USelect |li |ξi := |li Ūl |ξi .

(5.21)

The details of this mechanism are explained in Section 5.4.3. Also we will need a
unitary UPrep that, when acting on the ancillary state |0̄i = |0i⊗m , prepares
L+2
1 X√
√
αl |li .
s l=−L

(5.22)
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αl . The states |li do not necessarily refer to a binary representation

of the integer l + L; it suffices to satisfy hl| l0 i = δl,l0 . We provide a detailed implementation of the state-preparation unitary UPrep in Section 5.4.2. For this unitary,
m = m0 + 2. Equations (5.16) and (5.20) imply that

|s − 1/ sin µ| = O() .

(5.23)

The approximate reflection can then be implemented by using two steps of oblivious
amplitude amplification. We denote
†
W := (UPrep
⊗ I)(USelect )(UPrep ⊗ I) ,

(5.24)

and then
1
W |0̄i |ξi = |0̄i R̃ψ0 |ξi +
s

r
1−

1
|Φi ,
s2

(5.25)

for some state |Φi supported in a subspace orthogonal to {|0̄i |ξ 0 i}ξ0 . Our goal is to
prepare the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (5.25).
As in Section 5.3, we define the ancilla reflection operator R := 2P − I, where
P := |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ I is a projector (i.e., P 2 = P ). Following Refs. [BCC+ 15, BCC+ 14], if
we were to assume that s is exactly 1/ sin µ and R̃ψ0 is an exact unitary operation,
we would obtain

ALCU |0̄i |ξi = |0̄i R̃ψ0 |ξi ,

(5.26)
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with

ALCU := W RW † RW RW † RW

(5.27)

also being a unitary operation. The quantum state on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.26)
is the desired state. This corresponds to two rounds of OAA rather than one as in
Refs. [BCC+ 15, BCC+ 14], reason why we chose µ = π/10.
Since neither s = 1/ sin µ nor R̃ψ0 is a unitary, Eq. (5.26) is invalid. However, due
to our error bounds, in Section 5.4.1 we show that ALCU can still be used to implement
an approximate reflection. Our quantum algorithm is simply the operation ALCU .

5.4.1

Correctness

To show that the quantum algorithm based on the LCU approach works, we need to
show that Eq. (5.4) is satisfied if we replace A by ALCU . That is, we need to show
that oblivious amplitude amplification with two steps is robust to errors. To this
end, we note that P ALCU P can be written as
P ALCU P =5P W P − 20P W P W † P W P + 16P W P W † P W P W † P W P.

(5.28)

We then use P W P = (1/s) |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ R̃ψ0 and obtain

P ALCU P = |0̄ih0̄| ⊗


5 20
16
†
†
†
− R̃ψ R̃ + R̃ψ R̃ R̃ψ R̃
R̃ψ0 .
s s3 0 ψ0 s5 0 ψ0 0 ψ0

(5.29)
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A simple calculation gives

|1 − 5/s + 20/s3 − 16/s5 | = O() .

(5.30)

Also, our construction implies
kI − R̃ψ† 0 R̃ψ0 k = O() ,

(5.31)

and the triangle inequality implies

kP ALCU P − |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ R̃ψ0 k = O() ,

(5.32)

kP ALCU P − |0̄ih0̄| ⊗ Rψ0 k = O() .

(5.33)

Since both ALCU and Rψ0 are unitaries, we obtain k(I − P )ALCU |0̄i |ξi k = O(), and
Eq. (5.4) is satisfied if A is replaced by ALCU .

5.4.2

The operation UPrep : preparing states with Gaussianlike amplitudes

Our quantum algorithm uses the operation that prepares the state of Eq. (5.22) a
constant number of times. Since the goal is to implement an approximate reflection,
it suffices to consider a unitary UPrep that prepares such a state within precision
O() instead. To build this UPrep , we use an elementary property that holds exactly
for distributions over continuous variables — the Fourier transform of a Gaussian
distribution is a Gaussian with a different variance. In Lemma 13 below, we prove
an approximate version of this for finite-dimensional distributions.
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We define the m0 -qubit state
L−1
1 X√
|αi := √
αl |li ,
s0 l=−L

where s0 =

PL−1

l=−L

(5.34)

αl and |li refers to the binary representation of l + L. The

amplitudes of |αi are discrete values of a “wide” Gaussian. Then, roughly, a unitary
B̂ that prepares |αi first prepares a state that corresponds to a “narrow” Gaussian,
i.e., a state that is a superposition of 2L∗  2L basis states; this can be done by
a reasonable number of two-qubit gates using known techniques [SBM06]. Next, B̂
applies the “centered” QFT, defined below.
The centered QFT is

Fc := X L F X L ,

(5.35)

where F is the standard QFT of dimension 2L (i.e., acting on m0 qubits) and X is
the cyclic permutation


0

0

X = .
 ..


1

1 0 ···
0
..
.

1 ···
..
. ···

0 0 ···


0

0

.
.. 

.

0

(5.36)

Fc corresponds to applying the standard QFT up to a permutation of the basis states;
this is necessary for us because in the labeling of the basis states, the m0 -qubit state
|0 . . . 00i corresponds to |−Li. We note that X = F Z(F )−1 , where Z is the diagonal
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operation that has the roots of unity as diagonal entries. Specifically,




1 0 0 ··· 0




0 −1 0 · · · 0 




L

Z =
0 0 1 · · · 0  .


.. 
 .. .. ..
. . . · · · . 


0 0 0 · · · −1

(5.37)

The centered QFT is then,
Fc = F Z L F Z L (F )−1 .

(5.38)

If we label the qubits as m0 − 1, . . . , 1, 0, the operator Z L is equivalent to the action
0

of the diagonal Pauli operator σzm −1 . Then,
0

0

Fc = F σzm −1 F σzm −1 (F )−1 .

(5.39)

This simple decomposition of Fc implies that it can be implemented with a gate
complexity of order of that of F .
p
Lemma 13. Let 1/5 ≥  > 0 and ∆ > 0. Furthermore, let δz = Ω(∆/ log(1/))
and L = O(log(1/)/∆). Then, there exists L∗ = O(log(1/)) such that

k |αi − Fc |φi k = O() ,

(5.40)
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Figure 5.4: Plot showing the use of the centered discrete Fourier transform to transform discretely sampled Gaussians. f (x) and g(x) are continuous variable Gaussian
distributions related through a (continuous variable) Fourier transform. f d (x) denotes f (x) sampled at discrete intervals. g d (x) is obtained by acting with the (discrete) centered Fourier transform on f d (x) in accordance with Lemma 17, and is seen
to agree well with g(x).
where
∗

L −1
1 X −(lπ/(Lδz))2
e
|li
|φi = √
N l=−L∗

and N =

PL∗ −1

l=−L∗

(5.41)

2

e−2(lπ/(Lδz)) .

We provide the proof of Lemma 13 in Appendix B. The state |φi has only 2L∗
∗

nonzero amplitudes and, with no loss of generality, we let 2L∗ = 2m , for some integer
m∗ > 0. Fig. 5.4 illustrates a numerical example showing good agreement between
the distribution obtained after acting with Fc on a discrete “narrow” Gaussian and
its continuous-variable counterpart.

In detail, the operation B̂ can be specified in three steps. For the first step we
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use a method such as Ref. [SBM06] to prepare a state on a register of m∗ qubits that
is a superposition with the same amplitudes as that of |φi in Eq. (5.41). Second, we
append m0 − m∗ qubits initialized in |0 . . . 00i and perform a “centering” operation
which maps basis states as |ji → |j + L − L∗ (mod 2L)i. This operation is needed
as |φi has its amplitudes centered around l = 0, which corresponds to the m0 -qubit
state that is a binary representation of L. The centering operation maps the states
as


 |00 . . . 0i |0bm∗ −2 . . . b0 i → |01 . . . 1i |1bm∗ −2 . . . b0 i
,

 |00 . . . 0i |1b ∗ . . . b i → |10 . . . 0i |0b ∗ . . . b i
m −2

m −2

0

(5.42)

0

where bi ∈ {0, 1}. The first and second registers contain m0 − m∗ and m∗ qubits,
respectively. For example, the centering operation maps |00 . . . 0i |10 . . . 0i to
|10 . . . 0i |00 . . . 0i, where the first and second states correspond to the binary representations of j = L∗ and j = L, respectively. One way to implement the centering
operation is as follows: we apply a CNOT gate between qubits (m∗ − 1) (control)
and (m0 − 1) (target), then we apply a NOT gate to the (m∗ − 1)-th qubit, and
finally we apply a sequence of CNOT gates between the (m∗ − 1)-th qubit and qubits
m∗ , . . . , m0 − 2. Last, for the third step of B̂, we apply Fc . Lemma 13 then implies
0

k |αi − B̂ |0i⊗m k = O().

(5.43)

The quantum state of Eq. (5.22) has 2L + 3 nonzero amplitudes while |αi has 2L.
To build UPrep , we first start with a quantum circuit that prepares the two-qubit
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state proportional to
√
√
√
√
2 |00i + αL |01i + αL+1 |10i + αL+2 |11i .

(5.44)

We then add a system of m qubits initialized in |0i⊗m and apply B̂ conditional on
the other two qubits being in |00i. This will prepare a state that is O()-close to
that of Eq. (5.22), as desired. The number of qubits is m = m0 + 2.

5.4.3

The operation USelect

The operation USelect acts as in Eq. (5.21). We label the m qubits of the ancillary
state as m − 1, . . . , 1, 0. The two qubits labeled by m − 1 and m − 2 are the ancillary
qubits used to prepare the state of Eq. (5.44). Conditional on the state of these
two qubits being |01i, |10i, and |11i, USelect applies the unitary −I, I, and −I,
respectively. This operation can be summarized with the diagonal Pauli operator σz
acting on the (m − 2)-th qubit. Next, conditional on the state of these two qubits
being in |00i, USelect applies the operation U −L . Last, conditional on the state of
the m qubits being in |00bm0 −1 . . . b0 i (bi ∈ {0, 1}), USelect applies the operation

U

Pm0 −1
i=0

2i bi

.

(5.45)

An example of a Uselect operation is shown in Fig. 5.5. Its action for different basis
states of the ancillary system is
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Figure 5.5: The Uselect operation for n = 6 and L = 8.




|00i |li |ξi
→
|00i |li U l−8 |ξi ,
0 ≤ l ≤ 15 ,





|01i |b3 . . . b0 i |ξi → − |01i |b3 . . . b0 i |ξi ,
USelect


|10i |b3 . . . b0 i |ξi → |10i |b3 . . . b0 i |ξi ,





|11i |b . . . b i |ξi → − |11i |b . . . b i |ξi .
3
0
3
0

5.4.4

(5.46)

Ancillary qubits and complexity

The operation ALCU uses the operation B of Section 5.4.2. Then, the overall number
of ancillary qubits is m = m0 +2, with m0 = log2 (2L). Using the results of Lemma 17,
we obtain

m = O (log log(1/) + log(1/∆)) .

(5.47)

This is a significant improvement with respect to the number of ancillary qubits of
the QPE approach — see Eq. (5.8) for a comparison.
The operation ALCU uses W and W † five times. It follows that B (B̂) and B †
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[(B̂)† ] are also used a constant number of times. Following Ref. [SBM06], the gate
complexity associated with the first step of B̂ is O(L∗ ) or O(log(1/)). It is important
to remark that no other ancillary qubits are needed for this step; only m∗ < m0 qubits
suffice. The second step is the centering operation given in Eq. (5.42). It can be easily
implemented using m0 −m∗ = O(log(L)) two-qubit gates as described in Section 5.4.2.
The centered QFT required for the third step of B̂, given in Eq. (5.39), has gate
complexity also dominated by that of the QFT. Thus, the overall gate complexity
for implementing ALCU is O(log(1/) + m02 ).
We can improve the gate complexity by using an approximate QFT, which is obtained by discarding those phase gates that are sufficiently close to the identity operation. Using the results of Ref. [Cop94], the gate complexity of an O()-approximation
of the QFT is O (m0 log(m0 /)). Thus, the overall gate complexity of implementing
ALCU or B using the approximate QFT is
CB = O (log(1/) + m0 log(m0 /)) .

(5.48)

To facilitate a comparison with the gate complexity of the QPE approach, we


k
consider the scenario where  = Ω e−1/∆ , for any constant k > 0. In this regime,
log log(1/) = O(log(1/∆)) and m0 = O (log (1/∆)). The resulting gate complexity
is
    
 
1
1
1
CB = O log
log
+ log log
.
∆

∆

(5.49)

This is slightly better than the gate complexity obtained in the QPE approach — see
Eq. (5.10).
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The method in Ref. [SBM06] requires precomputing O(L∗ ) rotation angles classically with sufficiently high precision. This results in an additional classical complexity for pre-processing that does not change the (quantum) gate complexity.
Implementing USelect requires, at most, L uses of U . Then, the overall query
complexity of the LCU approach is

CU = O

log(1/)
∆


.

(5.50)

This is of the same order as the query complexity of the QPE approach.

5.5

Reflections and Hamiltonians

We discuss the case of reflections over eigenstates of Hamiltonians. This case is
relevant for, e.g., Ref. [BKS10]. We let H be a Hamiltonian acting on states in H
such that

H |ψj i = λj |λj i ,

(5.51)

j = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1. |λ0 i is the target state, which is the eigenstate of zero eigenvalue
(λ0 = 0). The other eigenvalues satisfy

|λj | ≥ ∆ , j > 0 .

(5.52)

That is, ∆ is a lower bound on the spectral gap. We assume kHk ≤ 1.
We seek an approximation of the operator that makes reflections over |λ0 i. Then,
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under the assumptions, we can readily use the results for the unitary case if we take

U := e−iH .

(5.53)

This is the evolution operator induced by H for a unit of time. (In the case where
the eigenvalue is λ0 6= 0, we can proceed similarly by replacing H → H − λ0 .)
We consider the scenario described in Section 5.2 where the matrix elements of
H can be queried. References [BCC+ 15, LC17, BCC+ 14, BCK15] give methods to
construct an approximation of U using the oracles QF and QH defined in Section 3.4.1
and other two-qubit gates. Here, we focus on the method of Ref. [LC17] because it
requires less ancillary qubits than other methods.
We define the query complexity of implementing an approximate reflection over
|ψ0 i in the Hamiltonian case, CH as the number of times the oracles QF and QH are
invoked.
CH will depend on the approximation error and the Hamiltonian simulation
method used to implement an approximation of U . Using the method in Ref. [LC17],
we can construct a unitary operator U 0 that uses


log(1/ε)
O d+
log log(1/ε)


(5.54)

queries, such that
0

0

kU 0 |0i⊗mH |ξi − |0i⊗mH U |ξi k ≤ ε .

(5.55)

Here, m0H is the number of ancillary qubits required to implement U 0 . We note that
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in the approximation of Rψ0 of Def. 4, the degree of the polynomial in U and U † is
L = O(log(1/)/∆). We will then choose ε = O(/L) and define:
Definition 5. The approximate reflection operator in the Hamiltonian case is

R̃ψ0 =

L−1
X


αl U 0l − I .

(5.56)

l=−L

This definition implies

kR̃ψ0 |0̄i |ξi − |0̄i Rψ0 |ξi k = O() ,

(5.57)

where |0̄i = |0i ⊗mH for some mH .
Following Section 5.4, the quantum algorithm to implement the approximate
reflection is then

0
0†
0
0†
0
AH
LCU := W RW RW RW RW ,

(5.58)

†
0
W 0 := (UPrep
⊗ I)(USelect
)(UPrep ⊗ I) .

(5.59)

where

0
0
The operation UPrep
is the one described in Section 5.4.2. The operation USelect
is

similar to the one described in Section 5.4.3 with the only difference being that the
unitary U is replaced by the unitary U 0 . R is a reflection operator acting on the m
ancillary qubits used for B, where m is given in Eq. (5.47). Using the right constants
in the order notation, this definition of ALCU implies Eq. (5.4).
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It follows from Ref. [LC17] that the query complexity of implementing AH
LCU is
 
CH = O L d +

log(1/)
log log(1/)


.

(5.60)

The number of additional two-qubit gates is

CB = O ((log D + h polylog(h))CH ) ,

(5.61)

where h is the number of bits of precision of the matrix elements of H. Reference [LC17] uses multiple iterations of a quantum walk to simulate the evolution
with H. Constructing the quantum walk requires expanding the Hilbert space from
dimension D to dimension 4D2 , and thus needs m0H = O(log D) extra qubits. The
total number of ancillary qubits required for the Hamiltonian case is nH = m + m0H ,
and then

mH = O (log D + log log(1/) + log(1/∆)) .

(5.62)

In contrast, the QPE approach for this case would require

 
 
1
1
Θ log D + log
log

∆
ancillary qubits; significantly higher than Eq. (5.62).

(5.63)
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Lower bound on query complexity

We obtain a lower bound on the query complexity of performing a reflection over an
eigenvector of the unitary operator U , in terms of the phase gap ∆. The proof is
based on the optimality of Grover’s search algorithm. We consider the unstructured
search problem with a unique marked element |ti in a search space of size D and
write |si for the equal superposition state. In Ref. [BCdWZ99] it was shown that
the number of queries to the black box needed to solve this problem with a quantum
√
computer is Θ( D).
We define
|si + |ti
|ψi := q
,
√
2(1 + 1/ D)

(5.64)

Rψ |si = |ti ,

(5.65)

and note that

with Rψ := 2 |ψihψ| − I being also a reflection operator. It follows that the search
problem can be solved exactly with a single application of Rψ
Motivated by the action of Rψ , we let Rt := 2 |tiht| − I and Rs := 2 |sihs| − I be
reflection operators over |ti and |si, respectively. In Grover’s search algorithm, Rt is
implemented with a single query to the black box. We further define the following
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unitary operators
π

V := ei 2 |sihs| = I + (i − 1) |si hs| ,

(5.66)

2
−1
U := −e−i cos (1− D ) V † Rs Rt V.

(5.67)

U has a unique eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 (eigenphase 0), which we denote |ψ0 i.
√
The other eigenvalues are such that the phase gap is ∆ = Θ(1/ D). Intuitively,
|ψ0 i approximates |ψi in the limit of large D.
The reflection operator over |ψ0 i can be shown to satisfy

hs| Rψ0 |si = 0 .

(5.68)

Additionally, we let R̃ψ0 be the approximate reflection that satisfies

kR̃ψ0 − Rψ0 k ≤  , kR̃ψ0 k ≤ 1 .

(5.69)

The approximate reflection operator can be used to solve the unstructured search
problem by acting on |si with success probability at least

| ht| R̃ψ0 |si |2 ≥ 1 − 1/D − 2 .

(5.70)

The success probability is strictly greater than 1/2 if D > 2 and  is chosen to
be sufficiently small. Under these conditions, Ref. [BBHT98] shows that at least
√
Ω( D) queries to the black box are required to solve a search problem with one
unique element.
Since U makes a single query to the black box, this also implies that the query
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complexity of R̃ψ0 is
√
CU = Ω( D) .

(5.71)

In terms of the phase gap ∆, this is

CU = Ω

5.7

1
∆


.

(5.72)

Conclusion

In this chapter we addressed the question of preparing particular eigenstates of unitary operators and Hamiltonians, which can be useful in various simulation problems
such as estimating ground state properties of condensed matter systems. We focused
on algorithms for state preparation that use quantum amplitude amplification and
therefore require the ability to reflect about these eigenstates. We provided an implementation of a reflection operator that improves the ancilla count over an earlier
approach that used quantum phase estimation, while having comparable cost in terms
of query complexity and gate complexity. Our method uses the techniques of linearcombination-of-unitaries and oblivious amplitude amplification. In our analysis, we
were also able to improve the gate complexity of the phase estimation approach by
making use of an approximate quantum Fourier transform. We provided an explicit
protocol to prepare the initial state required for the LCU implementation by developing a novel algorithm for preparing quantum states with Gaussian-like amplitudes.
We also proved a lower bound on the query complexity of implementing approximate reflections, which implies that both the LCU and QPE approaches are almost
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Chapter 6
Quantum Algorithms for Classical
Stochastic Processes

6.1

Introduction

Classical stochastic processes are of paramount importance in statistical physics
[Moy49]. In Chapter 4 we emphasized their role in studying equilibrium physics,
but they are also used to model dynamical processes such as diffusion. In statistical
physics, we are concerned with systems consisting of a large number of particles. Describing the configuration of these systems by enumerating the state of each particle
would require an exponential amount of memory and is often intractable. Neither
is such a detailed description necessary, as we are mostly interested in macroscopic
properties of these systems, e.g., average energy or entropy, rather than properties
of individual particles. This motivates the use of probabilistic methods where we
instead sample from a probability distribution over the possible states of the system.
For example, consider a system of n (classical) spins with two possible orientations.
We can compute its average magnetization by repeatedly drawing samples from a
distribution with probabilities corresponding to the number of spins in each of the
two possible spin states.
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Stochastic methods trace their origins to physics [MRR+ 53, Has70], but are
now widely studied in computer science for problems including convex optimization [BV04] and computing combinatorial quantities, e.g., permanents of matrices [JSV04].
The question whether quantum computers can significantly speed-up stochastic
processes has been the subject of significant research. In chapter 4, we mentioned
quantum algorithms for simulating stochastic processes and sampling from thermal
states [SBB07, SBO07]. Several authors have also proposed quantum generalizations of random walks and Markov chains [ADZ93, AAKV01, Sze04]. These provide
polynomial speed-up over classical algorithms for problems such as element distinctness [Amb07] and database search [MNRS07].
An important quantity in the study of classical random processes is the hitting
time as it allows for a characterization of Markov chains [LPW06]. Roughly, a
hitting time is the time required by a diffusive random walk to reach a particular
configuration with high probability. Besides their use in physics, hitting times are also
important in solving search problems where the goal is to find a marked configuration
of the Markov chain [Por13]. The notion of quantum hitting time was also introduced
in numerous works (c.f., [AKR05, Sze04, KB06, MNRS07, KOR10]). Often, quantum
hitting times of quantum walks on different graphs are significantly smaller [Sze04,
CCD+ 03] than their classical counterparts.
In this chapter we give an algorithm that provides an estimate of th , the hitting time of a reversible, irreducible, and aperiodic Markov chain. It runs in time
Õ(1/(∆3/2 )), where  is the absolute precision in the estimation and ∆ is a parameter that satisfies 1/∆ ≥ th . The Õ notation hides factors that are polynomial in
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log(1/(∆)) and log(D), where D is the dimension of the configuration space. This
is a quadratic speed-up over a comparable classical algorithm. Our algorithm for
estimating hitting times builds upon the algorithm for sampling from Gibbs states
presented in Chapter 4, and uses techniques similar to the quantum linear systems
algorithm by Childs et al. [CKS17]. In addition, it also uses methods described in
Section 2.6 to estimate quantities at the so-called quantum metrology limit.

6.2

Stochastic matrix and hitting time

We consider a stochastic process that models a Markov chain, over D possible configurations. We label each configuration as σ = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1. The “state” at any instant is given by a probability distribution over the configurations an D-dimensional
probability vector, which we denote as |pi:

|pi =

X
σ


. 
pσ |σi = 




p0
..
.
pN −1



 .



(6.1)

Here pσ is the probability of finding configuration σ when sampling from |pi. The
Markov chain is specified by an update rule, which is given as a D × D stochastic
matrix P . The entries of P are transition or conditional probabilities Pr(σ 0 |σ). Since
we are using a ‘ket’ i.e., a column vector for probability distributions, the columns
of P must sum to 1 so that total probability is conserved, i.e., P is a right stochastic
matrix. We will assume that P is reversible and irreducible and satisfies the so-called
detailed balance condition [NB98], and has non-negative eigenvalues. Under these
conditions, P has a unique fixed point or stationary distribution which we denote by
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|πi, i.e., P |πi = |πi.
The hitting time of a stochastic process is roughly defined as the first time at
which the process is encountered in a particular subset of configurations. To define
the hitting time in detail, we assume that there is a subset M of DM configurations
that are “marked” and the remaining DU configurations constitute the “unmarked”
subset U. Here, DM + DU = D. With no loss of generality, the stochastic matrix P
takes the form




 PU U P U M 
P =
 ,
PMU PMM

(6.2)

where PU U and PMM are square matrices (blocks) of dimension DU × DU and DM ×
DM , respectively, and PMU and PU M are rectangular blocks. The entries of the block
PS 0 S determine the probability of a configuration being in the subset S 0 given that
the previous configuration was in the subset S. Our assumptions imply U, M =
6 {∅}
and PU M , PMU 6= 0. We will define the hitting time in this chapter as the expected
time to find a marked configuration if the initial probability vector is |πi. That is,
as in [KOR10], we define the hitting time of P via the classical search algorithm in
Algorithm 2. The hitting time th is the expected value of the random variable t.
This particular notion of the hitting time — with the fixed point as the initial
probability distribution — has been used previously in quantum algorithms literature,
for instance by Szegedy [Sze04] to motivate the idea of a quantum hitting time.
Also, random walks on undirected graphs — which are specified by doubly stochastic
matrices — have the uniform distribution over all configurations as their fixed point.
But the hitting time of a classical stochastic process can be defined more generally
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Algorithm 2 Classical search algorithm
Input Markov chain P and its stationary distribution |πi
Output A configuration σ ∈ M, running time t
1: Set t = 0
2: Set probability distribution |pi = |πi
3: Sample a configuration σ from |pi
4: while σ ∈ U do
5:
Assign t ← t + 1
6:
Apply P to update |pi
7:
Sample configuration σ from |pi
8: end while
with respect to an arbitrary initial distribution [LPW06].
We let |πU i and |πM i represent the probability vectors obtained by conditioning
|πi on U and M, respectively. These are
P
|πU i =

with πU =

P

σ∈U

σ∈U

π(σ) |σi
, |πM i =
πU

π(σ) and πM =

P

σ∈M

P

π(σ) |σi
,
πM

σ∈M

(6.3)

π(σ). It is useful to define the modified

Markov chain




0
 PU U
P0 = 
 ,
PMU IM

(6.4)

which refers to an “absorbing wall” for the subset M. Here, IM is the DM × DM
identity matrix. As defined, P 0 does not allow for transitions from the subset M to
the subset U. We will observe below that P 0 , and thus PU U , play an important role
in the determination of th .
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Our definition of hitting time implies

th =

∞
X

t Pr(t) ,

(6.5)

t=0

where Pr(t) is the probability of t if we use the previous classical algorithm. We also
note that Pr(t = 0) = πM . We rewrite

th =

∞
X

Pr(t > t0 )

(6.6)

t0 =0

so that we take into account the factor t in Eq. (6.5), i.e., Pr(t > t0 ) = Pr(t0 + 1) +
Pr(t0 + 2) + . . .. Note that
0

Pr(t > t0 ) = πU h1U | (P 0 )t |πU i
0

= πU h1U | (PU U )t |πU i ,

where |1U i =

P

σ∈U

(6.7)

|σi. This is because, conditional on t > 0, which occurs with
0

probability πU , the initial probability vector is proportional to (PU U )t |πU i. Then,
the probability of having t > t0 is measured by the probability of remaining in U
after PU U was applied t0 times. Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) imply
th = πU h1U | (IU − PU U )−1 |πU i ,

where we used (1 − x)−1 =

P∞

t0 =0

(6.8)

0

xt . We note that IU − PU U is invertible under our

assumptions, since the eigenvalues of PU U are strictly smaller than 1 (see below).
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Classical complexity of hitting-time estimation

A classical method for estimating th would be to run Algorithm 2 multiple times
and compute the average of the random variable t. The complexity of this method
depends on the variance of t. This is

2

σ =

∞
X

t2 Pr(t) − (th )2 ,

(6.9)

t=0

– and after simple calculations, we can rewrite it as

2

σ = 2πU h1U |

∞
X

0

t0 (PU U )t |πU i + th − (th )2 .

(6.10)

t0 =0

For constant confidence level and precision  in the estimation of th , Chebyshev’s
inequality implies that the previous classical algorithm must be executed M =
O((σ/)2 ) times to obtain t1 , . . . , tM and estimate th as the average of the ti . The
expected number of applications of P is then M th = O(th (σ/)2 ).
To bound the classical complexity, we consider the worst case scenario in which
|πU i is an eigenvector of PU U corresponding to its largest eigenvalue 1 − ∆ < 1. In
that case, th = πU /∆ and σ 2 = O(πU /∆2 ). When ∆  1, the expected number
of applications of P is then O(1/(∆3 2 )) in this case. This determines the average
complexity of the classical algorithm that estimates th .
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Quantum algorithm for hitting-time estimation

The quantum algorithm proceeds by using the quantum amplitude estimation algorithm to compute th as the expectation value of the inverse of a Hermitian operator. More precisely, we show in Section 6.3.1 that th can be expressed as th =
√
√
πU
πU (1/H)| πU i, where H is a Hermitian operator derived from the stochastic
√
matrix P , and πU is a quantum state whose amplitudes are related to the entries
of the probability vector |πi. The inverse operator 1/H can be approximated as an
LCU, similar to the quantum linear systems algorithm of [CKS17].
For our quantum algorithm we require a sparse access model for P , as discussed
in Section 3.4.1. We also assume that there is a unitary procedure (oracle) QU that
allows us to implement the transformation

QU |σi = − |σi if σ ∈ U

(6.11)

and QU |σi = |σi otherwise. We also assume access to a unitary Q√π such that

Q√π |0i =

√

π .

(6.12)

We write CU and C√π for the respective gate complexities. Each unitary in the LCU
approximation to 1/H corresponds to an evolution with a gap-amplified Hamiltonian
H̄, which can be constructed by querying the stochastic matrix P . In Appendix C
we provide a detailed method to simulate time evolution with H̄.
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From hitting time to matrix inversion

We will begin by considering the symmetric discriminant matrix S of P , whose entries
are

Sσσ0

q
= (P ◦ P † )σσ0 ,

(6.13)

where ◦ is the Hadamard product, ı.e., the entrywise product of the two matrices.
The detailed balance condition implies

π(σ 0 )Pr(σ|σ 0 ) = Pr(σ 0 |σ)π(σ)

(6.14)

s
p
π(σ 0 )
Pr(σ|σ 0 )Pr(σ 0 |σ) = Pr(σ|σ 0 )
.
π(σ)

(6.15)

S = D−1 P D ,

(6.16)

and thus

Then,

where D is a diagonal matrix of dimension N with entries given by

p

π(σ). The

symmetric matrix or Hamiltonian H̄ = I − S is known to be “frustration free”
[SBO07] and can be represented as in Eq. (4.23) using a number of techniques. For
example, if P has at most d nonzero entries per row or column (i.e., P is d-sparse),
the number of terms K in the representation of H̄ can be made linear or quadratic
in d; see Appendix C or [BOS15] for more details.
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We now let ΠU be the projector into the subset U and define

H = ΠU H̄ΠU .

(6.17)

H = IU − DU−1 PU U DU ,

(6.18)

Note that

where DU is the diagonal matrix obtained by projecting D of Eq. (6.16) into the
subspace U. That is, DU = ΠU DΠU and Eq. (6.18) implies H > 0. Then, Eqs. (6.16)
and (6.8) imply
√
√
th = πU h πU | (1/H)| πU i ,

(6.19)

p
P
√
√
√
where we defined | πU i = σ∈U π(σ) |σi / πU so that | πU i is normalized according to the Euclidean norm. A similar expression for th was obtained in [KOR10].

6.3.2

Matrix inversion as LCU

Since H > 0, we can improve some results in [CKS17] that regard the decomposition
of the inverse of a matrix as a linear combination of unitaries. That is, for a positive
matrix H, we can use the identity
1
1
=
H
2

Z

∞

dβ e−βH/2 ,

(6.20)

0

and use the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation of Eq. (4.10) to simulate e−βH/2 .
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αk Πk , where

αk > 0 and Πk are projectors. Then H is of the form of Eq. (4.23) and we write H̃
for the associated gap-amplified Hamiltonian according to Eq. (4.22).
Roughly, 1/H can be simulated by a linear combination of unitaries, each corre√
sponding to an evolution with H̃ for time y β. Since β ∈ [0, ∞) and y ∈ (−∞, ∞),
we will need to find an approximation by a finite, discrete sum of operators e−iyj

√

βk H̃

.

We obtain:
Lemma 14. Let
K
J
X
√
1 X
2
X0 = √
δz
δy e−yj /2 e−iyj zk H̃ ,
2π k=0 j=−J

(6.21)

p
where yj = jδy, zk = kδz, and kHk ≥ ∆ > 0. Then, there exists J = Θ( 1/∆ log3/2 (1/(∆))),
√
K = Θ((1/∆) log(1/(∆))/), δy = Θ( ∆/ log(1/(∆))), and δz = Θ() such that



1
|φi ⊗ |0ia1 − X 0 |φi |0ia1 ≤ /2
H

(6.22)

for all states |φi.

Proof. In Lemma 16, of Appendix B we present an approximation of 1/x, for 1 ≥
√ 
x ≥ 1/κ, as a doubly weighted sum of terms exp −iyj zk x . To obtain the desired
√
result, it suffices to act with X 0 on any eigenstate of H̃ and replace x by the
corresponding eigenvalue, as we did in Lemma 12. Since H ≥ ∆, we need to replace
κ by 1/∆ in the bounds obtained for δz, δy, K, J, zK , and yJ in Lemma 16.
In general, we cannot implement the unitaries e−iyj
so up to an approximation error. We obtain:

√

2zk H̃

exactly, but we can do
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Corollary 4. Let  > 0 and Ujk be a unitary that satisfies
kUjk − e−iyj

√

2zk H̃

k≤


.
4zK

(6.23)

Let
K
J
X
1 X
2
X=√
δz
δy e−yj /2 Ujk .
2π k=0 j=−J

(6.24)

Then,



1
|φi ⊗ |0ia1 − X |φi |0ia1 ≤  .
H

Proof. If we replace each e−iyj

√

zk x

(6.25)

by a term that is an /(2zK ) approximation in

the definition of gk (x), it yields an approximation of 1/x within precision /2 plus
J
J
 X
δzK X
2
2
√
δye−yj /2 (/(4zK )) = √
δye−yj /2 .
2π j=−J
4 2π j=−J

(6.26)

Our choice of parameters in Lemma 14 implies
J
1 X
2
1− √
δye−yj /2 ≤ /4
2π j=−J

(6.27)

so that the additional error is bounded by /2. The proof follows by replacing

√

x

by the corresponding eigenvalue of H̃ and gk (x) by the linear combination of the Ujk
2

with weights δye−yj /2 .

So far we showed that 1/H can be approximated within precision  by an LCU,
√
with unitaries that correspond to evolutions under H̃ for maximum time yJ zK =
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√
Θ((1/ ∆) log(1/(∆))). Each such evolution must be implemented by a method
for Hamiltonian simulation that approximates it within precision 0 = O(/zK ) =
O(∆/(log(1/(∆)))).
Thus we are left with the task of implementing an LCU of the form X =
√
PL−1
−yj2 /2
/ 2π and
l=0 γl Vl , where the coefficients γl and the unitaries Vl are δzδye
Ujk , respectively. From Lemma 14 and Eq. (6.27), it is simple to show

|zK − γ| ≤

K
X

J
1 X
2
δz 1 − √
δye−yj /2
2π j=−J
k=0

≤ zK /4,

(6.28)

and thus γ ≈ zK or γ = Θ((1/∆) log(1/(∆))).
Last, we define the unitary F = (F2 )† F1 such that

F1 |0i |0ia =

√

πU

X0 √
| πU i |0ia + |Θ⊥ i ,
γ

(6.29)

and |Θ⊥ i is supported in the subspace orthogonal to |0ia . The ancillary register a
includes the ancillary registers a1 , a2 , a3 as needed for evolving with H̃ and implementing X 0 , i.e., |0ia = |0ia1 ,a2 ,a3 . The unitary F1 can be implemented as follows.
√
It first uses Q√π to prepare the quantum state | πi. It then uses QU to prepare
√
√
√
√
πU πU |0ia0 + πM πM |1ia0 , where the ancilla qubit a0 is part of the register
a. Then, conditional on |0ia0 , it implements X 0 /γ as discussed in Section 3.7. The
√
√
√
√
unitary F2 prepares πU πU |0ia + πM πM |0⊥ ia , where |0⊥ ia is orthogonal
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to |0ia . Then, if F = (F2 )† F1 , we obtain
h0| h0|a F |0i |0ia =

6.4

√
πU √
h πU | X 0 | πU i .
γ

(6.30)

Main result

A quantum algorithm to obtain th can be constructed from the relation in Eq. (6.19).
That is, th coincides with πU times the expected value of the operator 1/H in the
√
pure state
πU . As discussed earlier, the operation 1/H can be implemented
as a linear combination of unitary operators, each unitary corresponding to a time


evolution of the form W̃ (t) = exp −iH̃t . We denote by CW (t, ) the complexity of
approximating W̃ (t).
The main result of this chapter is:
Theorem 6. There exists a quantum algorithm to estimate th within precision  and
constant confidence level that implements a unitary V̄ of gate complexity

O



1
0
CW (t,  ) + CU + C√π + CB
,
0

(6.31)


√ 
where CB = O(log(1/(∆))), 0 = O(∆/ log(1/(∆)), and t = O log(1/(∆))/ ∆ .

In Appendix C we describe a method to simulate the evolution with H̃. To this
end, we also assume that there exists a procedure QP that computes the locations
and magnitude of the nonzero entries of the matrix P . More specifically, QP performs
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the map

QP |σi → |σi |σ10 , . . . , σd0 i ⊗

(6.32)

⊗ |Pr(σ|σ10 ), Pr(σ10 |σ), . . . , Pr(σ|σd0 ), Pr(σd0 |σ)i ,
where d is the sparsity of P (i.e., P is d-sparse). The configurations σi0 are such
that Pr(σ|σi0 ), Pr(σi0 |σ) 6= 0. We write CP for the complexity of implementing QP .
P
In Appendix C we describe a decomposition of H̃ = K̃
k=1 Ũk /2 in terms of K̃ =
O(d2 ) unitaries, so that we can use the results of [BCC+ 15] to simulate W̃ (t) =


exp −iH̃t . Each Ũk can be implemented with O(1) uses of QU and QP , and
O(d log(N )) additional gates. Using the results of [BCC+ 15] and Section 3.7, the
complexity for simulating W̃ (t) within precision 0 , obtained in Eq. (C.24), is


τ log(τ /0 )
CW (t,  ) = O (d log(D) + CP + CU )
,
log log(τ /0 )
0

(6.33)

where τ = |t|d2 . Note that CW (t, 0 ) is almost linear in |t| and polynomial in d,
and the dependence on d may be improved by using the results in [BCK15]. Then,
assuming access to QP , we obtain:
Corollary 5. There exists a quantum algorithm to estimate th within precision 
and constant confidence level that implements a unitary V̄ of gate complexity

Õ

1
∆



d2
√ (d log(D) + CP + CU ) + C√π
∆


.

(6.34)

The Õ notation hides factors that are polylogarithmic in d/(∆).

The dominant scaling of the complexity in terms of ∆ and  is then Õ(1/(∆3/2 )),
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which is a quadratic improvement over the classical complexity obtained above.

6.4.1

Algorithm

We set 0 = O(∆/ log(1/(∆))). The quantum algorithm for estimating the hitting
time consists of two basic steps. The first step uses the amplitude estimation algorithm of Section 2.6 to provide an estimate of h0| h0|a3 F |0i |0ia3 within precision 0
and constant confidence level (c ≈ 0.81). Call that estimate t̃h . The output of the
algorithm is t̂h = zK t̃h .

6.4.2

Validity and complexity

As described, our quantum algorithm provides a O(0 zK ) estimate of
zK h0| h0|a3 F |0i |0ia3 . Using Eqs. (6.19) and (6.30), the output is an estimate of
(zK /γ)th within precision O((zK /γ) + zK 0 ). Our choice of 0 implies that this is
O((zK /γ)). Also, using Eq. (6.28), we obtain

1−

zK
= O().
γ

(6.35)

Then, our quantum algorithm outputs t̂h , an estimate of th within absolute precision
O().
Our quantum algorithm uses F , O(1/0 ) times. Each F uses QU and Q√π two
times, in addition to the unitaries needed to implement X 0 . Each such unitary
√
requires evolving with H̃ for maximum time t = O((1/ ∆) log(1/(∆))). In addition,
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each such unitary requires preparing a quantum state proportional to
1 X
√
γ j,k

2

δyδze−yj /2
√
2π

!1/2
|j, ki .

(6.36)

The gate complexity for preparing this state using the results in [KW08, Som16]
is CB = O(log(J) + log(K)) and then CB = O(log(1/(∆))). The overall gate
complexity is

O



1
0
√
.
CW (t,  ) + CU + C π + CB
0

(6.37)

This proves Theorem 6. Using Eq. (C.24) and replacing for 0 and t, and disregarding
terms that are polylogarithmic in d/(∆), the gate complexity is

Õ

1
∆



d2
√ (d log(N ) + CP + CU ) + C√π
∆


.

(6.38)

For constant confidence level (c ≈ 0.81), the use of amplitude estimation limits us
to a complexity dependence that is Õ(1/), where  is the absolute precision of our
estimate. It is possible to increase the confidence level towards c with an increase in
complexity that is O(log(|1 − c|)).

6.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a quantum algorithm to estimate the hitting time of
a Markov chain initialized in its stationary distribution. Our algorithm requires
quadratically less resources than a comparable classical algorithm. We obtain the
quantum algorithm by first expressing the hitting time as the expectation value of the
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inverse of an operator H. The operator H is related to the Markov chain stochastic
matrix by a simple transformation. We then used the LCU framework to apply
1/H, similar to an approach in quantum algorithms for solving systems of linear
equations [CKS17]. In this particular case, since H is positive, we can implement
more 1/H more efficiently than the results presented in [CKS17]; specifically, the
dependence on condition number is improved substantially. Finally, the expectation
value of 1/H is computed using methods for amplitude estimation, which gives an
estimate of the hitting time.
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Appendix A
Technical Proofs for Hamiltonian
Simulation

We provide a proof of Jordan’s Lemma on invariant subspaces of two projectors
following Regev [Reg06]. Note that “subspace invariant under Π” can also imply
that the Π has a trivial action on the space.

Proof of Lemma 2. We begin by considering the operator Π1 + Π2 , which is a sum
of two projectors and hence Hermitian. It follows that there exists a (normalized)
vector |ψi such that

(Π1 + Π2 ) |ψi = λ |ψi ,

(A.1)

for some real λ. We may also have Π1 |ψi = |ψi, which implies that Π2 |ψi = 0, and
hence span(|ψi) is a one-dimensional subspace invariant under both Π1 and Π2 . A
similar reasoning applies if Π2 |ψi = |ψi. If, on the other hand, Π1 |ψi =
6 |ψi, we look
at the subspace S = span (|ψi , Π1 |ψi). Clearly,

Π1 (α |ψi + βΠ1 |ψi) ∈ S,

(A.2)
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Further,

Π2 (α |ψi + βΠ1 |ψi) = αΠ2 |ψi + βΠ2 (λ |ψi − Π2 |ψi)
= (α − β + λβ) (λ |ψi − Π1 |ψi)
∈ S.

(A.3)

Therefore S is a two-dimensional invariant subspace of Π1 and Π2 . By construction,
neither do Π1 have Π2 has rank 0 inside S, nor do they span S. Therefore, both
must have rank 1 inside S.

Proof of Lemma 5. We denote a 2 × 2 invariant block of W by

 λ
W̃ = √
1 − λ2


√
− 1 − λ2 
.
λ

(A.4)

Note that T1 (λ) = U0 (λ) = 1, which establishes that the claim holds for t = 1. Now
assume that the claim holds for some given t. Then,

√
Tt (λ)
− 1 − λ2 Ut−1 (λ)
− 1 − λ2  
 λ
= √
 √

2
2
1−λ
λ
1 − λ Ut−1 (λ)
Tt (λ)


√
2
2
 λTt (λ) − (1 − λ )Ut−1 (λ) − 1 − λ (λUt−1 (λ) + Tt (λ))
= √

1 − λ2 (λUt−1 (λ) + Tt (λ))
λTt (λ) − (1 − λ2 )Ut−1 (λ)


√
− 1 − λ2 Ut (λ)
 Tt+1 (λ)
= √
(A.5)
,
2
1 − λ Ut (λ)
Tt+1 (λ)


W̃ t+1

√



where the last line follows from the recurrence relation for Chebyshev polynomials.
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Proof of Lemma 9. Let us denote the projector |0̄ih0̄|⊗Is by Π. Lemma 2 implies that
the Hilbert space Ha ⊗ Hs can be decomposed into 1- and 2-dimensional subspaces
invariant under the projectors Π and W † ΠW . Let us consider an eigenvector of Π of
eigenvalue 1 within a 2-dimensional subspace Sj and denote it as |0̄i|ψj i. Now note
that

W † ΠW |0̄i|ψj i =

√

pW † |0i V |ψj i .

Since Sj is invariant under W † ΠW the state

(A.6)

√
pW † |0i V |ψj i is also in Sj . We also

have

W |0̄i |ψj i =

√

p |0̄i V |ψj i +

p
1 − p Φ⊥
j ,

(A.7)

i.e.,

|0̄i |ψj i = W †

√

p |0̄i V |ψj i +


p
1 − p Φ⊥
j

(A.8)

for some Φ⊥
which satisfies Π Φ⊥
= 0. Now consider the state,
j
j
Ψ⊥
= W†
j

p

√
1 − p |0̄i V |ψj i − p Φ⊥
.
j

(A.9)

Equations (A.6) and (A.8) imply that Ψ⊥
can be written as a linear combination
j
of states in Sj and is therefore contained in Sj . However, it is clearly orthogonal
to |0̄i|ψj i. But from Jordan’s Lemma, Π is also a rank-1 projector within each
2-dimensional subspace, and therefore Π Ψ⊥
= 0.
j
To prove the lemma, it would suffice to show that a general state |0̄i|ψi can be
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written as a linear combination of only the states |0i|ψj i, i.e., it has no support on
states in the 1-dimensional invariant subspaces. Assume to the contrary that there
exists such a state, which would have the form |0̄i|φi. This would also need to be
invariant under both Π and W † ΠW , which is not possible under the conditions of
the lemma as W † ΠW acting on |0̄i|φi gives a subnormalized state.
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Appendix B
Lemmas and Proofs for Function
Approximations

B.1

Lemmas for Gibbs sampling and hitting-time
estimation

Lemma 15. Let
∞
√
1 X
2
f (x̃) = √
δy e−yj /2 e−iyj β x̃
2π j=−∞

(B.1)

√
for |x̃| ≤ a < ∞, where yj = jδy, for some J = Θ(a β log(1/0 )) and
p
δy = Θ(1/(a β log(1/0 ))). Then, if a2 β ≥ 4 and log(1/0 ) ≥ 4,
2

e−β x̃ − f (x̃) ≤ 0 /2 ,

(B.2)

Proof. The Poisson summation formula and the Fourier transform of the Gaussian
imply

f (x̃) =

∞
X
k=−∞

2

e−ωk /2 ,

(B.3)
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√
where ωk = − β x̃ + k/δy. Then, there exists

δy = Ω

1
p
√
a β + log(1/0 )

!
(B.4)

p
√
2
such that |f (x̃) − e−ω0 /2 | ≤ 0 /4. Note that if a β ≥ 2 and log(1/0 ) ≥ 2, we can
choose

δy = Θ

!

1
p
a β log(1/0 )

.

(B.5)

Also,
∞
∞
√
1 X
δy X −yj2 /2
−yj2 /2 −iyj β x̃
√
δy e
e
≤√
e
2π j=J
2π j=J
∞
δy X −yJ yj /2
≤√
e
2π j=J
2

e−yJ /2
δy
.
≤√
2π 1 − e−yJ δy/2
It follows that there exists a value for J, which implies yJ = Θ(

p
log(1/0 )), such

that
J
√
1 X
2
f (x̃) − √
δy e−yj /2 e−iyj β x̃ ≤ 0 /4 .
2π j=−J

(B.6)

Using the triangle inequality we obtain

e

−ω02 /2

J
√
1 X
2
−√
δy e−yj /2 e−iyj β x̃ ≤ 0 /2 ,
2π j=−J

(B.7)
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and we can represent
−ω02 /2

e

1
=√
2π

Z

∞

dy e−y

2 /2

e−iy

√

β x̃

.

(B.8)

−∞

Lemma 16. Let
K
J
X
√
1 X
2
f (x) = √
δz
δy e−yj /2 e−iyj zk x ,
2π k=0 j=−J

(B.9)

where yj = jδy, zk = kδz, and x ≥ 1/κ > 0. Then, there exist J = Θ(κ log3/2 (κ/)),
√
K = Θ(κ log(κ/)/), δy = Θ (1/ ( κ log(κ/))), and δz = Θ() such that
1
− f (x) ≤ /2.
x

(B.10)

Proof. We first consider the approximation of 1/x by a finite sum of e−zk H :
K−1

X
1
1 − e−zK x
1
−zk x
− δz
e
=
− δz
x
x
1 − e−δzx
k=0
=

1
O(δzx + e−zK x )
x

(B.11)
(B.12)

Assuming that 1 ≥ x ≥ 1/κ so that 1/x ≤ κ, we can upper bound the above quantity
by /4 if we choose e−zK /κ = Θ(/κ) and δz = Θ(). These imply

zK = Θ(κ log(κ/))

(B.13)
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and

K = zK /δz = Θ(κ log(κ/)/) .

(B.14)

In the next step, we invoke the proof of Lemma 15 and approximate each e−zk x
as
J
√
1 X
2
gk (x) = √
δy e−yj /2 e−iyj zk x ,
2π j=−J

(B.15)

and we need to choose J and δy so that the approximation error is bounded by
/(4zK ). Then,

δz

K−1
X

(e−zk x − gk (x)) ≤ (δzK)

k=0


4zK

≤ /4 .

(B.16)

Lemma 15 then implies

δy = Θ

p

zK log(zK /)
1

=Θ

!

p


=Θ

!

1

κ log(κ/) log(κ log(κ/)/)

1
√
,
κ log(κ/)

(B.17)

and
√
J = Θ ( zK log(zK /))
√

=Θ
κ log3/2 (κ/) .

(B.18)
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Lemmas and proofs for reflection operators

Our definition for the approximate reflection operator in the LCU approach follows
the results of Corollary 3, which is a consequence of the following lemma:
p
Lemma 17. Let 1/5 ≥  > 0 and ∆ > 0. Then, there exist δz = Ω(∆/ log(1/))
and L = O(log(1/)/∆) such that
L−1
δz X −(lδz)2 /2 ilλ
√
e
e − 1 = O()
2π l=−L

(B.19)

L−1
δz X −(lδz)2 /2 ilλ
√
e
e
= O()
2π l=−L

(B.20)

if λ = 0 and

if ∆ ≤ λ ≤ 2π − ∆.

Proof. We recall the Poisson summation formula of Eq. (5.14),
∞
X
k=−∞

e

−((λ+2πk)/δz)2 /2

∞
δz X −(lδz)2 /2 ilλ
=√
e
e .
2π l=−∞

(B.21)

To prove Eq. (B.19), we will show first that the terms with k 6= 0 are O() in the
left-hand side of Eq. (B.21) with the proper choice of δz and for λ = 0. First, we
p
assume that L = ∞ so we can use the Poisson formula. If δz ≤ π/ log(c/), for
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some constant c > 1, we obtain
X

2 /2

e−(2πk/δz)

≤

k6=0

X
2
(/c)2k
k6=0

≤ 22 /(c2 − 2 )
≤ /2c ,

(B.22)

where we used  ≤ 1/5. To prove the case of λ 6= 0, we need to show that all
terms in the sum of the left-hand side of Eq. (5.14) are small. We note that this
sum is invariant under the transformation λ → λ + 2π so we can assume that λ ∈
[−π, −∆] ∪ [∆, π). We assume first that π ≥ λ ≥ ∆ and the other case can be
2 /2

analyzed similarly. The term with k = 0 is e−(λ/δz)
p
we choose δz ≤ ∆/ 2 log(4c/). Additionally,
X
k6=0

2 /2

e−((λ+2πk)/δz)

≤

X

. This is smaller than /(4c) if

e−(πl/δz)

2 /2

.

(B.23)

k6=0

As in the previous case, we can make this term smaller than /(4c) by choosing
p
p
δz ≤ π/ log(2c/). Therefore, there is a δz = Ω(∆/ log(1/)) such that the righthand sides of Eqs. (B.19) and (B.20) are bounded by /(2c), in the limit L = ∞.
To conclude the proof, we analyze the terms in the Poisson summation formula
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with |l| ≥ L, for some L < ∞ determined below. We note

δz X −(lδz)2 /2 −ilλ
δz X −(lδz)2 /2
√
e
e
e
≤√
2π l≥L
2π |l|≥L
l<−L

2
≤√
2π

Z

∞

dx e−x

2 /2

x=(L−1)δz
2 /2

≤ 2e−((L−1)δz)

,

(B.24)

where the last inequality follows from the Chernoff bound [Pro95]. Then, this term
p
can be made at most /(2c) if (L − 1)δz ≥ 2 log(4c/). It follows that there exists
L = O(log (1/)/∆) such that Eq. (B.24) is upper bounded by /(2c). Using the
triangle inequality we conclude the proofs of Eqs. (B.19) and (B.20). We can choose
the constant c to obtain exact bounds hidden by the order notation.
√
Proof of Lemma 13. We let T = 2 πL be a variable that refers to a period
p
and γ = π/L be a variable that refers to a size of a discretization. We define the
following (unnormalized) states:
√

2π
Lδz

|φ0 i :=
|ψ 0 i :=



!1/2

L−1
X

cl |li ,

(B.25)

1/2 X
L−1
δz
√
dl |li ,
2π
l=−L

(B.26)

l=−L

where the amplitudes are

cl =
dl =

∞
X
k=−∞
∞
X
k=−∞

2 π/(Lδz 2 )

e−(lγ+kT )

,

2 Lδz 2 /(4π)

e−(lγ+kT )

(B.27)
.

(B.28)
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Following Ref. [Som16], it can be shown that

|ψ 0 i = Fc |φ0 i .

(B.29)

We will relate the vector |ψ 0 i to the desired “wide” Gaussian-like state |ψi of
Eq. (5.34). First, by using the Poisson summation formula, we will show that the
terms with k 6= 0 in the amplitudes dl can be made almost zero. Then, we will show
that the state after normalization is close to |ψi. In a similar fashion, we will also
prove that the vector |φ0 i is close to the “narrow” Gaussian-like state |φi of Eq. (5.41).
Finally, Lemma 13 will follow from the triangle inequality and Eq. (B.29).
We note that
L−1
δz X X −(lγ+kT )2 Lδz2 /(4π)
0
2
k |ψi − |ψ i k = √
e
2π l=−L k6=0

2

.

(B.30)

Also, |lγ + kT | ≥ kT /2 so the right-hand side of Eq. (B.30) can be bounded by
√
p

2 2Lδz X −k2 L2 δz2 /4
√
e
=O
log(1/)3
π k>1

(B.31)

= O(2 )

if we choose L and δz such that Lδz ≥

p
12 log(1/).

We also define the state
√
00

|φ i :=

2π
Lδz

!1/2

L−1
X
l=−L

2 π/(Lδz 2 )

e−(lγ)

|li .

(B.32)
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Then,
√

L−1
2π X X −(lγ+kT )2 π/(Lδz2 )
k |φ i − |φ i k =
e
Lδz l=−L k6=0
0

00

2

2

.

(B.33)

The right-hand side of Eq. (B.33) can be bounded as
√
4 2π X −k2 π2 /δz2
e
=O
δz k>1

!
p
log(1/) π2 /∆2

∆

= O 2

(B.34)



p
p
2
if δz ≤ ∆/ log(1/). To obtain the correct order we used log(1/)/∆ ≤ (1/)2/∆
for  ≤ 1/5.
For some L∗ ≥ 1 that we choose below, we now let
√
000

|φ i :=

2π
Lδz

!1/2

∗ −1
LX

2 π/(Lδz 2 )

e−(lγ)

|li .

(B.35)

l=−L∗

Then,
√
2π X −2(lγ)2 π/(Lδz2 )
e
.
k |φ i − |φ i k =
Lδz l≥L∗
00

000

2

(B.36)

l<−L∗

The right-hand side of Eq. (B.36) is


−2((L∗ −1)π/(Lδz))2

O e



.

(B.37)

According to Lemma 17, the parameters L and δz satisfy L2 δz 2 = c log(1/), for
some constant c > 0. We can then choose L∗ = O(log(1/)) such that the right-hand
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side of Eq. (B.36) is

O(2 ) .

(B.38)

The states |φi and |φ000 i are proportional to each other. Since k |φi k = 1, we
obtain
2

k |φi − |φ000 i k2 = |1 − k |φ000 i k| .

(B.39)

Also,
√

∞
2π X −2(lγ)2 π/(Lδz2 )
k |φ i k =
e
+ O(2 ) .
Lδz l=−∞
000

2

(B.40)

Using the Poisson summation formula, the first term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (B.40) is
∞
X

e−(lLδz)

2 /2

.

(B.41)

l=−∞

This is also

1 + O(2 )

(B.42)

if L and δz are chosen such that L2 δz 2 ≥ 4 log(1/). It follows that

k |φi − |φ000 i k2 = O(2 ) .

(B.43)
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Finally, using the triangle inequality, we obtain

k |ψi − Fc |φi k ≤k |ψi − |ψ 0 i k + k |φ0 i − |φ00 i k+
k |φ00 i − |φ000 i k + k |φ000 i − |φi k
= O() .

This proves Lemma 13.

(B.44)
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Appendix C
Building Hamiltonian for a
Stochastic Matrix

We provide a method to simulate H̃ in time polylogarithmic in 1/, as required by
the algorithm for estimating hitting times of Chapter 6. We assumed that there
exists a procedure QP that computes the locations and magnitude of the nonzero
entries of the matrix P . More precisely, QP performs the map
QP |σi = |σi ⊗ |σ10 , . . . , σd0 i ⊗

(C.1)

⊗ |Pr(σ|σ10 ), Pr(σ10 |σ), . . . , Pr(σ|σd0 ), Pr(σd0 |σ)i , in

where d is the sparsity of P , i.e., the largest number of nonzero matrix elements per
row or column. The transition probabilities are assumed to be exactly represented
by a constant number of bits and we disregard any rounding-off errors. We also
assumed access to the oracle QU such that

QU |σi = − |σi if σ ∈ U

(C.2)

and QU |σi = |σi otherwise.
The Hamiltonians H̄ and H can be constructed as follows. For each pair (σ, σ 0 ),
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such that σ 6= σ 0 and Pr(σ|σ 0 ) 6= 0, we define an unnormalized state
p
1 p
|µσ,σ0 i = √ ( Pr(σ|σ 0 ) |σ 0 i − Pr(σ 0 |σ) |σi) .
2

(C.3)

Then, if σf 6= σ0 ,

hσf |

X

q
|µσ,σ0 i hµσ,σ0 | σ0 i = − Pr(σf |σ0 )Pr(σ0 |σf ) ,

(C.4)

σ,σ 0

and if σf = σ0 ,

hσ0 |

X

|µσ,σ0 i hµσ,σ0 | σ0 i =

X

Pr(σ 0 |σ)

σ 0 6=σ

σ,σ 0

= 1 − Pr(σ|σ) .

(C.5)

These are the same matrix entries of H̄ and the implication is that

H̄ =

X

|µσ,σ0 i hµσ,σ0 | .

(C.6)

σ,σ 0

This is the desired representation of the H̄ as a sum of positive operators. In particular, we can normalize the states and define

|µ̄σ,σ0 i =

|µσ,σ0 i
,
k |µσ,σ0 i k

(C.7)
r

p
ᾱσ,σ0 = k |µσ,σ0 i k =

Pr(σ|σ 0 ) + Pr(σ 0 |σ)
.
2

(C.8)
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Then,

H̄ =

X

ᾱσ,σ0 |µ̄σ,σ0 i hµ̄σ,σ0 | .

(C.9)

σ,σ 0

We let ΠU be the projector into the subspace U. The Hamiltonian is H = ΠU H̄ΠU ,
and using Eq. (C.6), we obtain

H=

X

ᾱσ,σ0 |µ̄σ,σ0 ihµ̄σ,σ0 | +

σ,σ 0 ∈U

!
X
Pr(σ|σ 0 ) |σ 0 ihσ 0 | ,

X
+
σ 0 ∈U

(C.10)

σ∈M

which is the desired decomposition as a linear combination of rank-1 projectors.
To build H̃, we need to take square roots of the projectors. In principle, the
dimension NU is large and we want to avoid a presentation of H̃ as a sum of polynomially many terms in NU . We are also interested in a decomposition of H̃ in terms
of simple unitary operations so that we can use the results of [BCC+ 15] to devise a


method to simulate exp −iH̃t . We begin with the second term in the right-hand
side of Eq. (C.10). Its square root is


s
X
X

Pr(σ|σ 0 ) |σ 0 ihσ 0 | .
σ 0 ∈U

(C.11)

σ∈M

This term can be simply obtained as a sum of two diagonal unitary operations:
1
(UD + UD† ) .
2

(C.12)
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UD applies a phase to the state |σ 0 i as
UD |σ 0 i = eiθσ0 |σ 0 i

(C.13)

with

cos(θσ0 ) =

sX

Pr(σ|σ 0 ) ,

(C.14)

σ∈M

if σ 0 ∈ U. Otherwise, UD |σ 0 i = i |σ 0 i. UD can then be implemented by first using QU
to detect if σ 0 is in U or not. It next applies QP and computes θσ0 in an additional
register. Conditional on the value of θσ0 , it applies the corresponding phase to |σ 0 i.
It then applies the inverse of QP to undo the computation. That is, UD requires
O(1) uses of QU and QP , and the additional gate complexity is O(d) due to the
computation of θσ0 .
The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (C.10) can be written as a sum
of K 0 = O(d2 ) terms as follows. Using QP we can implement a coloring of the
graph G with vertex set V (G) = {σ : σ ∈ U} and edge set E(G) = {(σ, σ 0 ) : σ, σ 0 ∈
U, Pr(σ|σ 0 ) 6= 0}. We can use the same coloring as that described in [BCC+ 14], which
uses a bipartite graph coloring and was used for Hamiltonian simulation. Each of the
K 0 terms corresponds to one color and is then a sum of commuting rank-1 projectors.
P 0
That is, the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (C.10) is K
k=1 hk and

hk =

X

ᾱσ,σ0 |µ̄σ,σ0 i hµ̄σ,σ0 | ,

(C.15)

σ,σ 0 ∈ck

where ck are those elements of E(G) associated with the k-th color. By the definition
of coloring, each rank-1 projector in Eq. (C.15) is orthogonal and commutes with
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each other, and then
p

hk =

X p
ᾱσ,σ0 |µ̄σ,σ0 i hµ̄σ,σ0 | .

(C.16)

σ,σ 0 ∈ck

We can write
p

hk =

−iZk + iZk†
,
2

(C.17)

where Zk is the unitary
!
Zk = exp i

X
σ,σ 0 ∈c

δσ,σ0 |µ̄σ,σ0 i hµ̄σ,σ0 |

.

(C.18)

k

The coefficients are chosen so that

sin(δσ,σ0 ) =

p

ᾱσ,σ0 ,

(C.19)

and 0 ≤ ᾱσ,σ0 ≤ 1.
We can simulate each Zk as follows. Note that
0
0
Zk |σi = ξσ,σ0 |σi + ξσ,σ
0 |σ i

(C.20)

0
where σ 0 is such that (σ, σ 0 ) ∈ ck . The complex coefficients ξσ,σ0 and ξσ,σ
0 can be

simply obtained from the δσ,σ0 , and depend only on Pr(σ|σ 0 ) and Pr(σ 0 |σ). Then,
on input |σi, we first use QU to decide whether |σi ∈ U or not. We then apply QP
once and look for σ 0 such that (σ, σ 0 ) ∈ ck . We use an additional register to write
a classical description of a quantum circuit that implements the transformation in
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Eq. (C.20). We apply the inverse of QP and QU and only keep the last register.
This is sufficient information to apply the map in Eq. (C.20). We can then erase
all the additional registers by applying the inverse of the operation that computed
the quantum circuit. This works because the quantum circuit is invariant under the
permutation of σ and σ 0 . To implement Zk we need to use QU and QP , O(1) times.
The additional gate complexity is O(d log(N )) for searching for σ 0 and describing the
quantum circuit.
In summary, we found a decomposition of H̃ as
K̃

1X
Ũk
H̃ =
2 k=1

(C.21)

where Ũk are unitaries. The number of terms is K̃ = O(d2 ). Using Eq. (4.26) and
the results above, each Ũk can be implemented with O(1) uses of QU and QP , and
at most O(d log(N )) additional gates.
Using the results of [BCC+ 15] (see Section 3.8.1), the complexity for simulating


exp −iH̃t within precision  for this case is as follows. The number of uses of QU
and QP is

O (τ log(τ /)/ log log(τ /)) ,

(C.22)

where τ = |t|d2 . The additional gate complexity is

O (d log(N )τ log(τ /)/ log log(τ /)) .

(C.23)

If we write CU and CP for the gate complexities of QU and QP , respectively, the
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overall gate complexity to simulate the evolution under H̃ is


log(τ /)
CW (t, ) = O (d log(N ) + CU + CP )τ
.
log log(τ /)

(C.24)
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